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Applications of Molecular Dynamics Techniques and Spectroscopic Theories to
Aqueous Interfaces
Anthony J. Green
Abstract

The primary goal of spectroscopy is to obtain molecularly detailed information
about the system under study. Sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy
is a nonlinear optical technique that is highly interface specific, and is therefore a
powerful tool for understanding interfacial structure and dynamics. SFG is a second
order, electronically nonresonant, polarization experiment and is consequently dipole
forbidden in isotropic media such as a bulk liquid. Interfaces, however, serve to break
the symmetry and produce a signal. Theoretical approximations to vibrational spectra of
O-H stretching at aqueous interfaces are constructed using time correlation function
(TCF) and instantaneous normal mode (INM) methods.

Detailed comparisons of

theoretical models and spectra are made with those obtained experimentally in an effort
to establish that our molecular dynamics (MD) methods can reliably depict the system of
interest. The computational results presented demonstrate the potential of these methods
to accurately describe fundamentally important systems on a molecular level.

v

Chapter 1
Introduction

Obtaining information about the structure and properties of liquid interfaces is an
important, yet inherently difficult, field of study. Aqueous surfaces and interfaces are
abundant in the environment, and essential to many chemical, biological, and
atmospheric processes.

Modern investigations into condensed phase structure and

dynamics have successfully developed better detail on interfacial bonding.

Such

investigations have been conducted employing both theoretical [1-16] and experimental
[17-44] methods to improve the understanding of the characteristics of liquid surfaces.
Recent advances in vibrational spectroscopic methods specifically designed to observe
liquid interfaces are being applied in experiments using nonlinear optical techniques such
as Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy. Collaboration between
both experimental and theoretical methodologies as the field has evolved has lead to the
ability to describe complex condensed phase dynamics at the molecular level. However,
more progress is clearly needed by both experimental and theoretical methods to fully
understand surface dynamics.
SFG is a vibrational spectroscopic method applied to evaluate nonlinear optical
responses in the infrared frequency region. This technique allows for the measurement of
vibrational spectra of interfaces by observing modes that are both infrared (IR) and
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Raman active [17]. Typically, signal is generated by combining visible laser pulses and
tunable infrared laser pulses focused upon the interface to be studied, as shown in Figure
1.1. The resulting signal is a second-order response, which requires anisotropic media
according to the dipole approximation [23]. Interfaces inherently disrupt the symmetry
due to the lack of an inversion center which gives rise to the interface specificity needed.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of an SFG Experiment. Schematic representation of a typical SFG
experiment at an oil/water interface.

Structural and dynamical information about the interface can then be interpreted from the
resonant enhancement to the response that results when the infrared source frequency is
coincident to molecular vibrations at the interface [4,15,23,45]. The general theory of
nonlinear spectroscopy is presented and discussed in chapter 3, specializing on second
order processes.
Obtaining molecularly detailed information contained in the vibrational
spectroscopic signal critically depends on an accurate interpretation of the spectra. The
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development of theoretical methodology can facilitate the interpretation of vibrational
spectra obtained through experimental measurements, and is essential to understanding
the properties of liquid interfaces at the molecular level. The work presented here
includes the application of established and newly developed simulation techniques that
link the dynamics of interfaces directly to their experimental spectroscopy. Focusing on
modeling experimental spectra serves the dual purpose of interpreting the information
inherent in vibrational lineshapes and validating the molecular dynamics methods
employed in simulating complex condensed phase systems.

Specifically, these

investigations consist of constructing molecular models of fundamentally and
technologically important interfaces that are being investigated experimentally using
vibrational spectroscopy, including those containing hydrophobic and charged surfaces.
Using data obtained via molecular dynamics simulations, interfacial vibrational
lineshapes can be calculated and interpreted using both time correlation function and
instantaneous normal mode theories.
Chapter 2 outlines the molecular dynamics techniques used to calculate molecular
volumes, and includes the results of the experimental and theoretical determination of the
molecular volume change associated with the cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene.
Chapter 3 discusses theoretical simulations of SFG spectra using a combined TCF
and INM approach, with comparison to experimental obtained data for the water/vapor
interface.

Results, including the identification of novel species at the water/vapor

interface, are presented.
The work presented in chapter 4 expands the methods used in the previous
chapter to probe the carbon tetrachloride/water interface. The results obtained prompt
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further confidence in the methods as effective and accurate tools for interpreting SFG
spectra.

Chapter 5 discusses applications to charged interfaces, using an idealized

silica/water interface as a precursory model.
The development of a codebase for studying molecular evolution using computer
simulation and phylogenetics is presented in chapter 6.
Finally, chapter 7 presents conclusions about the work, and a brief discussion of
potential future directions for theoretical studies of spectroscopy and molecular
dynamics.
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Chapter 2
Calculating the Molecular Volume of Azobenzene in Solution

In this chapter, the synergistically combined experimental and theoretical
approaches

to

describe

the

molecular

volume

change

associated

with

the

photoisomerization of aqueous trans-azobenzene to cis-azobenzene is presented.
Although the cis isomer is sterically larger, a volume contraction (trans–cis) of 4 mL/mol
is observed by photoacoustic calorimetry in aqueous solution, as measured by Professor
Randy Larsen’s research group at the University of South Florida. Theoretical methods
predict the same volume contraction and have determined the origin to be due to
electrostriction arising from the newly formed dipolar species.

2.1

Introduction
One of the keys to understanding reaction mechanisms in both chemical and

biological systems is having a complete kinetic and thermodynamic profile for a
particular reaction.

A thermodynamic parameter that is extremely useful in

understanding structural aspects of a reaction, including the effects of solvent, is the
molar volume [46].

Reactions, e.g. involving changes in bond lengths, bond

cleavage/formation, metal spin-state transition, etc. all result in characteristic changes in
molar volume between the reactants and products. In biological systems, processes, such
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as protein conformational changes and proton or electron transfer reactions also produce
significant

volume

changes.

Changes

in

molar

volumes

accompanying

a

chemical/biochemical reaction are generally interpreted using generalized scaled particle
theory in which the partial molar volume of a solute, V0, is expressed as:

V0 = VM + VT + VI + βT0RT;

(2.1)

where VM is the solvent excluded molar volume, VT is the volume that excludes solvent
due to the thermal motions of the solute molecule, VI is a term that reflects changes in
molar volume due to ‘hydration’ and βT0RT is the ideal term (βT0 is the isothermal
compressibility of the solvent and R is the gas constant) [47,48]. The corresponding
change in molar volume between two states of a solute molecule can be written as:

ΔV0 = ΔVM + ΔVT + ΔVI

(2.2)

(βT0RT is a function of the solvent and is invariant between solute conformations). An
alternative description is to include ΔVM and ΔVT in a van der Waals term and classify the
ΔVI in terms of solvation (including electrostriction)

ΔV0 = ΔVintr + ΔVsolv,

(2.3)

where ΔVintr accounts for motion of the nuclei (van der Waals term) and ΔVsolv includes
volume changes due to changes in molecular polarity, electrostriction and multipolar
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interactions [48].

In practice, volume changes can be estimated using QSAR

(quantitative structure activity relationships) for the ΔVintr term (provided crystal
structures of the two states are available or relatively accurate models can be simulated)
which involves either summing over the van der Waals volumes of the constituent atoms
or by calculating the volume from the solvent accessible surface with a probe radius of
zero. The corresponding ΔVsolv term can be estimated using the Drude-Nernst equation:

ΔVElect = −BΔzi2/r,

(2.4)

where r is the radius of the molecule and Δzi is the change in the overall charge on the
molecule [49]. Although these methods have provided valuable mechanistic insights for
a wide range of chemical and biochemical reactions, they rely heavily on static X-ray
structures.
We have recently developed a method for calculating molecular volume changes
using molecular dynamics (MD) methods [50]. In this method, the thermodynamic
volume of a molecule is obtained by first performing isothermal–isobaric MD on the
solvent–solute system for a specific length of time. The volume of the system is then
calculated. The solute molecule is then ‘plucked’ from the solvent box and a further
simulation is performed. Once system equilibration is achieved the volume is again
calculated. The difference between the two volumes is the thermodynamic volume of the
solute for the given solution. By performing these calculations on both the initial and
final states of a molecule which undergoes a conformational change resulting in changes
in dipole, etc., the thermodynamic ΔV for the process can be obtained. This methodology
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accurately determined the molar volume of a flexible SPC water molecule and was used
to probed the effects of aqueous solvation of a model methane molecule and fictitious
methane derivatives with a permanent dipole or full (+) and (−) charges. These studies
provided atomistic detail to electrostriction showing a much larger volume contraction
for anions relative to cations in aqueous solution.
Of the many experimental techniques capable of measuring changes in molar
volume (e.g. dialatometry, equilibrium high pressure optical and magnetic resonance and
pressure dependent rate measurements) only photothermal methods, including
photoacoustic calorimetry (PAC) and photothermal beam deflection (PBD), can access
changes in volumes on fast timescales – detecting differences occurring on the order of
tens of ns [51,52]. Photothermal experimental methods can provide highly accurate
molar volume changes but interpreting them is difficult because they reflect bulk
thermodynamic volume changes. Extended ensemble molecular dynamics (EEMD) is
capable of providing an atomistically detailed description of molecular motions on time
scales compatible with photothermal techniques while tracking any associated volume
changes, and thus provides an ideal complement to such experiments [53]. In the present
study, PAC is synergistically combined with EEMD to determine the molecular volume
change associated with the photoisomerization of aqueous trans-azobenzene to cisazobenzene. Specifically, PAC is used to assess the magnitude of the resulting volume
contraction and EEMD is used to theoretically determine the difference in molecular
volumes while providing molecular resolution to the origin of the change.
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2.2

Materials and Methods
Cis and trans isomers of azobenzene were isolated as follows: ~5 mg of solid

azobenzene (Sigma–Aldrich) was dissolved in ~2 mL of absolute ethanol. This solution
was illuminated with a halogen lamp (150 W, a water filter was placed between the lamp
and the sample) for ~30 min and then diluted with 5× volumes of deionized water and the
solid trans azobenzene was filtered. All procedures were performed under a red lamp to
avoid photolysis. The trans samples of azobenzene for PAC were prepared by saturating
a water solution with solid azobenzene (the trans isomer is only sparingly soluble in
water). The absorbance at the excitation wavelength (355 nm) was 0.05 for both the
azobenzene sample and the calorimetric reference compound (Fe(3+)tetrakis(4sulphonatophenyl)porphyrin). Samples were stirred during data acquisition and changed
after every five laser pulses to ensure homogeneity since only the trans to cis transition
was to be measured.
Instrumentation for the photoacoustic measurements and subsequent data analysis
has been described in detailed previously [54]. Typically 10 laser pulses were averaged
per trace. The PAC data were analyzed using the multiple temperature method in which
sample and calorimetric reference acoustic traces are obtained as a function of
temperature. The ratio of the amplitudes of the acoustic signals are then plotted versus
1/(β/Cpρ) according to the following equation:

(S/R)Ehν = φEhν = Φ[Q + (ΔVcon/(β/Cpρ))],
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(2.5)

where Φ is the quantum yield, Q is the heat released to the solvent, β is the coefficient of
thermal expansion of the solvent (K-1), Cp is the heat capacity (cal g-1 K-1), ρ is the
density (g mL-1) and ΔVcon represents conformational/electrostriction contributions to the
solution volume change. A plot of φEhν versus Cpρ/β gives a straight line with a slope
equal to ΦVcon and an intercept equal to the released heat (ΦQ). Subtracting ΦQ from
Ehν gives ΔH for processes occurring faster than the time resolution of the instrument
(<50 ns). The ΦQ values for subsequent kinetic processes represent −ΔH for that step
(i.e., heat released).
Contemporary molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the isothermal–isobaric
ensemble (NPT) were used to determine the molecular volumes of the cis-azobenzene
and the trans-azobenzene using a code originally developed in the Center for Molecular
Modeling at the University of Pennsylvania [55,56]. It has been previously shown that
the fluctuations of the volume coordinate in NPT MD are nearly Gaussian and thus the
standard deviation of the volume fluctuation is a useful measure of the uncertainty [57].
Care was taken in calculating the statistical inefficiency and, in turn, the correlation time
of the fluctuations so that only uncorrelated measurements were averaged thus ensuring
that each averaged configuration contained completely uncorrelated information. It has
been shown that this is equivalent to sampling more frequently and correcting for the
correlation [50].
In order to obtain a reliable electrostatic potential surface, ab initio calculations
were performed using the GAMESS package [58]. The 6-31G* basis was chosen for its
over estimation of the (gas phase) charges (fit to reproduce the electrostatic potential
surface); using over polarized charges accounts, on average, for condensed phase
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polarization effects. The charges were derived by fitting to the electrostatic potential
surface via the Connolly method using the GAMESS package [58].
A water-solvated trans-azobenzene, a water-solvated cis-azobenzene, and a neat
water box were simulated classically in the NPT ensemble and parameterized via
AMBER force field parameters augmented by the charges calculated in the ab initio
simulations. The flexible simple point charge (SPCF) water model was chosen for its
computational efficiency and its reasonable reproduction of the condensed phase dipole,
but our volume calculations depend on differences in volumes (or densities) that are
accurately represented [50]. One hundred and eight water molecules were simulated in
all three systems. Simulations were performed in the isothermal–isobaric ensemble and
allowed to run until the volume converged to an uncertainty of about 0.25 ml/mol. The
calculated volume of the neat water NPT MD simulation served as the zero volume
reference; the difference between the volume of the solvated azobenzene isomers and the
volume of the neat water simulation were taken as the molecular volume of each isomer.
The difference between the molecular volume of each azobenzene isomer was taken as
the molecular volume change associated with the cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene,
and compared to values obtained experimentally. All calculations were performed at The
Research Computing Core Facility of The University of South Florida on an Intel Xeon
cluster [50].

2.3

Results and Discussion
In the absence of light, both cis- and trans-azobenzene can exist as metastable

isomers in aqueous solution for hours.

These isomers exhibit distinctive optical
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properties as shown in Figure 2.1. Upon illumination, a fast photoisomerization occurs
and a molecular volume change accompanies the conformational transition. The crystal
structure of both isomers is known and trans-azobenzene is a planar molecule that lacks a
dipole due to its symmetry, although significant charge separation is still present in the

Figure 2.1: UV-Vis Spectra of Azobenzene. The figure presents the UV-Vis spectra of
saturated solutions of both cis- and trans-azobenzene in water.

molecule (based on the ab initio calculations outlined below). Cis-azobenzene is a nonplanar molecule with a significant molecular dipole. A graphical representation of both
isomers in their equilibrium geometry in both the presence and absence of the explicit
solvent are presented in Figure 2.2. The coordinates were obtained by performing ab
initio geometry optimizations at the 6-31G* level, and the resulting structures were
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Figure 2.2: Equilibrium Solvated Structures of Azobenzene. In this figure, equilibrium
solvated structures of cis (left) and planar trans (right) azobenzene are depicted. The top
panels show the gas-phase structures for better visualization, and the bottom panels show
the molecules solvated with 108 water molecules. The atom types are represented as
follows: red (O), white (H), green (C), blue (N).

superimposable and visually indistinguishable with those obtained from the crystal
structures. Snapshots from EEMD simulations of the solvated isomers are also presented
in Figure 2.2. The EEMD was performed in the isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble
using reversible multiple time step integration and the Amber ff99 force field and the
simulations included 108 explicit water molecules.

The partial charges on the

azobenzene atoms were fit to the ab initio electrostatic potential surface using the Amber
criteria and results in an equilibrium gas phase dipole of 3.45 D for cis-azobenzene.
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The NPT EEMD exactly samples both the NPT ensemble and the associated
fluctuations in the pressure and temperature variables giving desired average values –
here, ambient conditions are considered.

The resulting dynamics are only slightly

perturbed from true Newtonian motion and are sufficiently accurate to follow the time
evolution of the system. During the simulation the volume coordinate fluctuates over
time and the average value is the system volume. Traces of the solvated azobenzene
volume fluctuations compared with an equivalent amount of neat water are shown in
Figure 2.3. Uncertainties in the values are obtained from the standard deviation of the
nearly Gaussian fluctuations, and the coordinate is sampled at times that are sufficiently
separated to be statistically uncorrelated [50,57]. For non-equilibrium simulations, e.g.
following protein folding dynamics, this method of molecular volume determination can
resolve time dependent volumes and, given the inherent precision, identify intermediates
that have lifetimes on the order of nanoseconds [50].
Here, equilibrium NPT EEMD simulations were performed for several
nanoseconds and the volume of cis- and trans-azobenzene were found to be 148.2 ± 0.26
and 151.8 ± 0.26 mL/mol, respectively, resulting from 72 ns of EEMD. The volume
difference between the isomers is 3.59 ± 0.52 mL/mol with the cis isomer having the
smaller solution volume. The absolute numbers compare favorably with the volumes
obtained from the crystal structures and distinct studies gave a range of values for the cis
isomer of 149–150 mL/mol and for the trans isomer of 148–149 mL/mol [59,60]. While
these numbers are not strictly comparable due to the different chemical environments
involved, the agreement is striking. Also note, the trans isomer is slightly larger in the
crystal state, in contrast to their aqueous behavior.
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Figure 2.3: Volume Fluctuations of Azobenzene. Volume fluctuations for both cis (red)
and trans (green) azobenzene, as well as neat water (blue) are presented over 100 ps of
dynamics. Horizontal dashed lines represent the average volumes over the entire
simulation.

Molecular volumes are often discussed in the context of Van der Walls radii and
how the overlapping spheres fill space, although other effective methods to calculate
molecular volumes exist [53]. While these steric interactions are a major contributor to
molecular volumes, electrostatic interactions also play a large role, especially in
dynamical volume changes. In fact, an earlier theoretical study demonstrated that an
aqueous anion can have a negative volume in solution while the associated neutral
species has a volume of 32 mL/mol; the presence of the anion causes the system to
electrostrict to a volume smaller than the neat liquid [50].

To assess the role of

electrostriction, the azobenzenes were simulated without charges but otherwise using the
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same force field. The volumes of cis- and trans-azobenzene were found to be 152.6 ±
0.35 and 148.8 ± 0.35 mL/mol, respectively, resulting from 40.5 ns of MD. The volume
of the cis isomer is now larger, and this result is consistent with its larger crystal structure
value where electrostriction is less important. This also implies that the cis isomer’s
large dipole is responsible for an excess electrostriction of 8 mL/mol in water, making the
sterically larger cis isomer smaller in aqueous solution.
A plot of the photoacoustic amplitude of the sample (normalized to the reference)
versus Cpρ/β gives a line with a slope equal to ΔVcon associated with a change in
conformation and an intercept equal to the heat evolved (Q) as shown in Figure 2.4.
Since Q is the amount of heat released to the solvent associated with a reaction step,
subtracting Q from Ehν (the amount of energy absorbed by the molecule) gives ΔH/Φ for
the reaction. Photo-excitation of the trans form of azobenzene in water results in a
volume change of −4 + 1 mL/mol (using a Φ = 0.26) on a time scale faster than can be

Figure 2.4: Change in Molar Volume Between Conformations of Azobenzene. Plot of
Equation 2.1 for the transition from trans- to cis-azobenzene in water.
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resolved with the current instrumentation (i.e., the PAC instrument employed for this
study integrates all thermodynamic information occurring on time scales faster than ~50
ns) [55].

The observed volume contraction is similar to that observed in 80:20

ethanol:water, as well as for carboxyl-azobenzene in water and are in excellent,
quantitative agreement with the NPT EEMD results where the cis has a smaller volume
by 3.59 ± 0.52 [61,62].

2.4

Conclusions
These studies demonstrate the potential of the combined approach – accurate

(time resolved) thermodynamic volume measurements and NPT EEMD simulations – to
provide atomistic resolution of the origin of observed volume changes.

While the

methods are demonstrated here for a volume change between two equilibrium states the
study demonstrates the ability of the combined approach to accurately describe the
changes in shape and volume associated with intermediates along a reaction pathway.
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Chapter 3
SFG Spectroscopy of the Water/Vapor Interface

An improved time correlation function (TCF) description of sum frequency
generation (SFG) spectroscopy was developed and applied to theoretically describing the
spectroscopy of the ambient water/vapor interface. A more general TCF expression than
was published previously is presented—it is valid over the entire vibrational spectrum for
both the real and imaginary parts of the signal. Computationally, earlier time correlation
function approaches were limited to short correlation times that made signal processing
challenging. Here, this limitation is overcome, and well-averaged spectra are presented
for the three independent polarization conditions that are possible for electronically
nonresonant SFG. The theoretical spectra compare quite favorably in shape and relative
magnitude to extant experimental results in the O-H stretching region of water for all
polarization geometries. The methodological improvements also allow the calculation of
intermolecular SFG spectra. While the intermolecular spectrum of bulk water shows
relatively little structure, the interfacial spectra (for polarizations that are sensitive to
dipole derivatives normal to the interface—SSP and PPP) show a well-defined
intermolecular mode at 875 cm−1 that is comparable in intensity to the rest of the
intermolecular structure, and has an intensity that is approximately one-sixth of the
magnitude of the intense free O-H stretching peak. Using instantaneous normal mode
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methods, the resonance is shown to be due to a wagging mode localized on a single water
molecule, almost parallel to the interface, with two hydrogens displaced normal to the
interface, and the oxygen anchored in the interface. We have also uncovered the origin
of another intermolecular mode at 95 cm−1 for the SSP and PPP spectra, and at 220 cm−1
for the SPS spectra. These resonances are due to hindered translations perpendicular to
the interface for the SSP and PPP spectra, and translations parallel to the interface for the
SPS spectra. Further, by examining the real and imaginary parts of the SFG signal,
several resonances are shown to be due to a single spectroscopic species while the
“donor” O-H region is shown to consist of three distinct species—consistent with an
earlier experimental analysis.

3.1

Introduction
Liquid water interfaces are ubiquitous and important in chemistry and the

environment. Thus, with the advent of interface specific nonlinear optical spectroscopies,
such interfaces have been intensely studied—both theoretically [1-16] and experimentally
[17-44].

Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy is a powerful experimental

method for probing the structure and dynamics of interfaces. SFG spectroscopy is one of
several experimental methods that measure a second-order polarization, and the more
common electronically nonresonant experiment is considered here. SFG spectroscopy is
dipole forbidden in isotropic media—such as liquids. Contributions from bulk-allowed
quadrapolar effects have been demonstrated to be negligible in some cases [63,64], but
can be included if necessary [65]. Interfaces serve to break the isotropic symmetry, and
produce a dipolar second-order signal. The SFG experiment employs both a visible and
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infrared laser field overlapping in time and space at the interface, and can be performed
in the time or frequency domain [23,66]. In the absence of any vibrational resonance at
the instantaneous infrared laser frequency, a structureless signal due to the static
hyperpolarizability of the interface is obtained [5,20,26].

When the infrared laser

frequency corresponds to a vibration at the interface, a resonant lineshape is obtained
with a characteristic shape that reflects both the structural and dynamical environment at
the interface [2,67,68].
In this chapter, classical molecular dynamics (MD) methods are used to model the
dynamics of the water/vapor interface. Two complementary theoretical approaches—
quantum corrected time correlation function (TCF) and instantaneous normal mode
(INM) methods—use the configurations generated by MD as input to describe the SFG
spectrum of the interface, and to ascertain the molecular origin of the SFG signal; both
INM and TCF methods rely on a suitable spectroscopic (dipole and polarizability) model.
This dual approach was demonstrated to be highly useful in understanding condensed
phase spectroscopy of water, other liquids, and interfaces—classical mechanics,
especially in the context of quantum-corrected TCFs, has proven to be surprisingly
effective in modeling intramolecular vibrational spectroscopy [1,2]. In particular, TCF
methods have provided a quantitative description of the O-H stretching lineshape in
ambient liquid water, and INM methods have served to identify the molecular motions
that result in the observed signal; these complementary techniques are equally effective
for modeling water interfacial spectroscopy [1-6,69-75].
An INM approximation to SFG spectroscopy is quantum mechanical by
construction, but offers a limited dynamical description. As a result, in bulk water (and
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other liquid state intramolecular lineshapes), INM intramolecular resonances are broader
than their TCF counterparts, but have the same central frequency and integrated intensity.
This observation suggests the intramolecular INM spectra represent an underlying
spectral density that is dynamically motionally narrowed in the actual lineshape [67].
This is also found to be the case here for SFG spectra in all polarization conditions. This
result contrasts with a previous report by Perry et al. [1], and evidence from the literature
[5,6]. Previous TCF and INM calculations of the (SSP polarization) SFG O-H stretching
spectrum of the water/vapor interface were very noisy, and suggested the spectra had
equal breadth—thus, suggesting motional narrowing effects were not apparent in the
spectra. The success of an approximate, nondynamical, frequency domain technique [6],
and the similarity of the spectra to those obtained using TCF methods [1,5], appeared to
be further evidence of spectra that could be described in the inhomogeneously broadened
limit [76]. That method [6], however, contains an empirically adjustable line width that
effectively accounts for some motional narrowing making it difficult to draw conclusions.
Because of methodological advances, it is now possible to calculate well-averaged TCF
and INM spectra, and they unambiguously demonstrate SFG O-H stretching lineshapes
(at least at the water/vapor interface) are significantly motionally narrowed to a degree
reminiscent of the bulk [74,77].
This observation suggests dynamical motional narrowing effects are important at
interfaces, and the dynamics are best described as intermediate between the fast and slow
modulation limits of motional narrowing. In the slow modulation inhomogeneously
broadened limit, all frequency fluctuations of the oscillator are represented in the
lineshape [67,76,77].

A recent study in the Shen group also suggested motional
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averaging effects may well be significant in the SPS geometry, and, in that case, the free
O-H stretching peak is greatly diminished. Although that study did not address motional
narrowing, the presence of motional averaging suggests motional narrowing is important
because it is due to fast reorientational motions within the vibrational relaxation time for
the mode that would also be expected to result in motional narrowing.
In order to obtain better TCF results, long time (cross) correlations between the
system dipole and polarizability need to be followed. Because molecular simulations of
interfaces in Cartesian space necessarily produce two interfaces, simulation times were
limited to the molecular diffusion time between interfaces so molecules could not
contribute to the signal at both interfaces during one MD run [1]. This leads to TCFs
without long time decays that are difficult to Fourier transform accurately. In this work,
a weak restraining potential is added that confines the molecules over time to the half of
the simulation box they start in (in the dimension normal to the interface) without
significantly perturbing the (relevant short time) dynamics and average structure of the
liquid that contributes to the interfacial spectroscopy; even though the molecular
diffusion constant (normal to the interface) is changed, the molecule is only contributing
to the spectrum while resident at the interface, and is free of any significant external
potential.
This modification permits the calculation of TCFs out to arbitrarily long times—
resulting in sharp spectra that include intermolecular spectral lineshapes. Surprisingly, a
welldefined intermolecular mode was found to be prominent in the spectrum [2]. It is
centered at 875 cm−1, and is comparable in (integrated) intensity to the rest of the
intermolecular lineshape—the lineshape also has an intensity that is approximately one-
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sixth of the magnitude of the intense free O-H stretching peak for spectra taken in
polarization geometries that are sensitive to dipole derivatives normal to the interface
(SSP and PPP). Using instantaneous normal mode methods, the resonance is shown to be
due to a wagging mode localized on individual water molecules. Water molecules
contributing to this resonance are at a slight angle to the interface with their oxygen
atoms anchored in the interface, and the hydrogen atoms wagging nearly normal to the
interface.

The presence of another population, aside from the free O-H stretch, of

interfacial molecules was recently proposed via indirect evidence [8,43,44], and that
hypothesis is strongly supported by this work.

Here, we have directly observed a

spectroscopically distinct species, and clearly identified the vibrational mode responsible
for the lineshape. Thus, experimental setups that permit taking spectra at relatively long
wavelengths could probe this mode as a complement to the information contained in the
free and donor O-H stretching modes [78-83].

At lower frequencies, well defined

hindered translational modes are found both parallel and perpendicular to the interface.
The perpendicular modes are prominent in the polarization conditions sensitive to dipolar
changes normal to the interface (SPP and PPP) while the parallel modes are more
pronounced in the SPS geometry which is sensitive to motions along the interface.
Further, some of the time domain expressions given earlier for SFG spectroscopy
were only correct for the modulus of the SFG signal (but not for the real and imaginary
portions) [1,7], or were not entirely general (and only valid at high intramolecular
frequencies [5,65]. Note, some of these works also equated the (complex) quantum TCF
with the (real) classical TCF, further complicating matters [5,65]. The correct general
and exact expressions are given below and include both the resonant and nonresonant
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contributions.

The previous expressions all give acceptable lineshapes (at high

frequencies) for the modulus of the second-order signal.

They are not correct for

calculating the amplitude of the signal that can be detected in a heterodyne experiment
[58], or by taking advantage of phase interference effects [17]. Here, it is shown by
carefully examining the real and imaginary parts of the SFG signal, individual mode
contributions to an observed lineshape can be identified. Using this approach, the free
O-H and the newly discovered modes were identified as individual spectroscopic species
(one type of oscillator at the interface), and the “donor” O-H region consists of three
distinct species. This last conclusion agrees with results from a careful deconvolution of
O-H stretching signal in an earlier experimental work that also found three species—each
with approximately the same central frequency [20,85]. Thus, as a prelude to more
complex interfaces, this joint TCF/INM approach is applied to the water/vapor interface
producing good agreement with the shape and relative amplitudes of SFG measurements
for all independent polarization conditions [68]. The theoretical expression in terms of a
TCF for the SFG signal is also presented—including corrections from expressions
published previously [1,5,7] in the next section and Appendix A. The MD, dipole, many
body polarization methods, and associated parameters are also summarized in the
following section.

The theoretical results, and their comparison to experiment, are

discussed later in the chapter as well.

3.2

Models and Methods
The SFG signal consists of nonresonant (due to the static hyperpolarizability) and

resonant contributions that are important when the infrared laser frequency distribution is
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resonant with a vibrational transition at the interface. The signal intensity, is proportional
to the square of their sum:

( 2)
I ∝ | χ SFG
(ω )|2 ∝ | χ Re s (ω ) + χ N Re s (ω ) | 2 and directly

measures the modulus squared in the typical homodyne detected effectively
monochromatic frequency domain experiment. The superscripts denote the resonant and
( 2)
nonresonant contributions, respectively, and χ SFG
(ω ) is the susceptibility tensor. The

proportionality constants include a factor of ω2 and Fresnel factors [86]. The vibrational
information is contained in the resonant signal, and the nonresonant was found to be a
(negative) constant in the O-H stretching region [5,20]; this can still lead to the
nonresonant contribution changing the frequency-dependent intensities through cross
terms in the squared modulus signal. Through isotopic substitution, the nonresonant
contribution can be measured independently, and this permits the deconvolution of the
full signal to extract χRes(ω); this deconvolution was done for the SSP polarization
geometry at the water/vapor interface [20].
The second-order response is given theoretically by a combination of resonant
and nonresonant terms [5,25,84,87]. The resonant terms can be grouped to give a simple
expression in terms of the systems polarizability and dipole. A derivation including the
resonant and nonresonant terms from perturbation theory is given in Appendix A [25,87].
Thus χRes(ω) is given by [7,84]

∞

−i
χ R (ω ) = ∫ dt e iωt Tr{[ ρ , μ i ]α jk (t )} .
h 0
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(3.1)

In Equation 3.1, ρ = e−βH/Q for a system with Hamiltonian H and partition
function Q at reciprocal temperature β = 1/kT, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The system
dipole is represented by μ, and α is the polarizability tensor of the dipole—where the
subscripts represent the vector and tensor components of interest, respectively. The
operator evaluated at time t is the Heisenberg representation of the operator
αjk(t) = eiHt/ћ αjk e-iHt/ћ; Tr represents the trace of the operators. It is convenient to proceed

by rewriting the Fourier–Laplace transform in Equation 3.1 as the Fourier transform of a
correlation function that can then be interpreted in the classical limit, and quantum
corrected.
Evaluating the commutator in Equation 3.1 gives

Tr{[ρ,μi]αjk(t)} = C(t) – C*(t) = 2i CI(t),

(3.2)

where C(t) = 〈μi αjk(t)〉 = CR(t) + iCI(t).

In Equation 3.2, the superscript asterisk is the complex conjugate, and the
subscripts denote the real and imaginary parts of C(t)—both of which are themselves real
functions. The angle brackets are the trace of the operators divided by the partition
function in the standard notation [88]. In the classical limit, CR(t) becomes the classical
cross-correlation function of the system dipole and polarizability tensor elements, i.e.,
limβħω→0CR(t) = CCl(t) = 〈μi αjk(t)〉. Since only classical TCFs can be calculated using
classical MD and TCF theory, the goal is to write the response function entirely in terms
of the (quantum-corrected) classical TCF, CCl(t).
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To proceed, the imaginary part of the one time correlation function is related in
frequency space exactly to the real part: CI(ω) = tanh(βħω/2)CR(ω); where the subscripts
denote the Fourier transform of the real and imaginary parts of the complex function C(t)
which is a real function of frequency, i.e.,

∞

⎛ 1 ⎞
−iωt
C (ω ) = ⎜
⎟ ∫ dt e (C R (t ) + iC I (t )) = C R (ω ) + C I (ω ) .
⎝ 2π ⎠ −∞

(3.3)

Using the result obtained in Equation 3.2 for the trace in Equation 3.1 gives

χ

∞

Re s

2
(ω ) = ∫ dt e iωt C I (t ) ,
h0

(3.4)
∞

C I (t ) =

∫ dω ' e

−∞

iω 't

tanh( βhω ' / 2)C R (ω ' ) .

Equation 3.4 demonstrates the SFG experiment probes the imaginary part of C(t). Note,
CI(t) is written in a form that can be calculated using the real part of the correlation
function—which is obtainable from classical MD. Due to causality, the Fourier–Laplace
transform gives a real and imaginary part in Equation 3.4 as the cosine and sine transform
of CI(t), respectively.

Equation 3.4 can be simplified by changing the order of

integration—performing the frequency domain integral first.
imaginary parts of χ Re s (ω ) = χ RRe s (ω ) + iχ IRe s (ω ) :
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Defining the real and

χ IRe s (ω ) =
2
h

∞

2π
2
tanh( βhω / 2)C R (ω ) = ∫ sin(ωt )C I (t )dt ,
h
h0
∞

(3.5)

∞

tanh( βhω / 2)C R (ω ' )
2
dω ' = ∫ cos(ωt )C I (t )dt .
ω + ω'
h0
−∞

χ RRe s (ω ) = ℘ ∫

To obtain Equations 3.5 and 3.6, the identity

∫

∞

0

(3.6)

e iωt dt = i℘ ω1 + πδ (ω ) was used, where.

℘.designates the principal part [89].
Due to technical constraints in producing intense tunable infrared laser light, the
focus of SFG experiments is currently on high frequency spectra where ћω » kT, and
classical mechanics is clearly invalid. Building on our previous work, the classical
correlation function result, that is amenable to calculation using MD and TCF methods, is
quantum

corrected

using

a

“harmonic

correction”

factor:

CR(ω)

=

CCl(ω)[(βћω/2)coth(βћω/2)] [1,90]. This correction factor is exact in relating the real
part of the classical harmonic coordinate correlation function to its quantum mechanical
counterpart. Here, we are using it to correct functions, the dipole and polarizability, that
contain higher orders of the coordinates, and exact corrections for harmonic systems of
this type are still possible, but not needed—the linear dipole and Placzek approximation
are adequate [90]. Using this result, the TCF approximation to the resonant part of the
SFG spectrum, χRes, takes the form

χ ITCF (ω ) = βωπC Cl (ω ) ,

(3.7)

∞

CCl (ω ' )ω '
dω ' ,
ω + ω'
−∞

χ RTCF (ω ) = β℘ ∫
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(3.8)

CCl(t) = 〈μi(0)αjk(t)〉.

(3.9)

In Equation 3.9, the angle brackets represent a classical TCF that can be
computed using MD, and a suitable spectroscopic model [91]. Finally, Equations 3.7 and
3.8 give the TCF signal in a form amenable to classical simulation. Note, while it is
easier to evaluate χI(ω) using Equation 3.7, χR(ω) is more easily computed by doing the
cosine integral as in Equation 3.6.

Considering the three possible independent

polarization conditions (SSP, PPP, and SPS) for the TCF in Equation 3.9, the first index
in the polarization designation corresponds to the last index in the TCF. For example, the
SSP and PPP polarization conditions probe dipolar motions normal to the interface, and
the SPS case is sensitive to dipolar changes parallel to the interface. Note, the PPP
condition is sensitive to motions both parallel and perpendicular to the interface [68].
Further, the (SSP and PPP)/(SPS) probe diagonal/off-diagonal polarizability matrix
elements, respectively.
A similar TCF approach was adopted earlier by others [5,7] and Perry et al. [1]
for modeling the SFG spectrum of both solid [7] and liquid interfaces [1,5]—note,
quantum corrections were not included in the works by the other groups. The earlier
papers, and previous work, did not give the exact expression for the real and imaginary
parts of the SFG signal. Two of the papers [1,7], started with the time domain expression
for the second-order response function [84], one improperly evaluated a contour integral
which violated causality. This effectively eliminated the real frequency contribution, and
doubled the imaginary frequency part of the susceptibility. The other work [5] used
frequency domain perturbation theory [25,87], and divided the terms into resonant and
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nonresonant contributions then recast the resonant contribution as a TCF. This led to a
TCF expression that replaced CI(t) with the full TCF, C(t), in Equation 3.3 (to within a
constant factor). Note, at high frequency, the tanh factor is almost unity, and their
expression is a correct limiting expression—by making the rotating wave approximation,
the expression is only correct at high frequencies [84,93]. In that work, if two of their
nonresonant terms are included in the resonant contribution, then the exact Equation 3.4
is obtained—this result is demonstrated in Appendix A. At lower frequencies, the two
expressions are quite different, and the tanh factor produces a time derivative of the
correlation function in the time domain.
To construct an INM approximation to Equation 3.1, it is sufficient to evaluate the
trace in Equation 3.1 for a harmonic system. It is convenient to invoke both the Placzek
and linear dipole approximation to evaluate the resulting matrix elements—although
higher-order contributions can be included, and simple analytic expressions result for
these contributions. An equivalent approach is to evaluate CCl(t) for classical harmonic
oscillators, and quantum correct the resulting expression using the “harmonic correction”
factor, given above, to relate CCl(t) and CR(t):

C Cl (ω ) =

kT

ω2

(∂μ i / ∂Ql )(∂α jk / ∂Ql )δ (ω − ω l ) .

(3.10)

In Equation 3.10, ωl is the frequency of mode Ql, and the angle brackets represent
averaging over classical configurations of the system generated. This expression can
then be back transformed into the time domain, and used in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 in
place of the classical TCF to obtain an INM approximation to the spectroscopy. Below,
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it will be demonstrated that the TCF approach, which does not invoke the Placzek and
linear dipole approximation (except implicitly in quantum correcting the results), gives
results in close agreement with the INM results, and Equation 3.10 is therefore sufficient.
MD simulations were performed using a code developed at the Center for
Molecular Modeling at the University of Pennsylvania, and uses reversible integration
and extended system techniques [94]. Microcanonical MD simulations were performed
on ambient H2O with a density of 1.0 g/cm3, and an average temperature of 298 K. To
create an interface, a cubic simulation box of equilibrated liquid water was extended
(doubled) along the z axis, and the system was allowed to equilibrate, creating two
water/vapor interfaces. The interfaces were sufficiently far apart so as they did not
interact strongly, and Ewald summation was included in three dimensions [11]. The
density profile of the system was monitored to verify equilibration [11]. In all cases, the
results were tested, and found to be system-size independent.

Most results were

generated from 216 molecule simulations, and smaller system sizes down to 64
molecules were tried, and did not alter the results [2].
As in previous work [1,2,72,74], MD simulations were conducted using a flexible
simple point charge (SPC/F) model that included a harmonic bending potential, linear
cross terms and Morse O-H stretching potentials, V(r) = De(1-e-ρr)2 [74]. The Morse O-H
stretching potential used here was slightly softer than previous work; here, the ρ value is
2.50185 Å−1 instead of 2.566 Å−1 [1,74]. For a Morse potential, the force constant, k, can
be approximated as k = 2De ρ2.

Assuming a harmonic oscillator with frequency

ω = k / m , this implies the ratio ρ1 : ρ2 is proportional to the ratio ω1 : ω2. Therefore, a
2.5% change in the exponential Morse parameter implies a 2.5% shift in the spectral
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frequencies, and this behavior is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. This analysis assumes the
relevant coordinates are simple one-dimensional O-H stretching modes.

If several

distinctly different types of modes were present, a change in the shape of the broad O-H
stretching signal would be expected. This is additional evidence that interfacial normal
modes are well approximated as simple O-H stretches [1,2,6].
Figure 3.1 highlights the spectral changes resulting from using a softer Morse
potential. The slightly softer potential does not alter the intermolecular region of the
spectra as would be expected.

The intermolecular portion of the spectrum has

polarizability and dipole derivatives (changes) that are due primarily to reorientation.

Figure 3.1: SFG TCF Spectra Using Different Potentials. SFG SSP TCF spectra for the
water/vapor interface highlighting the spectral changes in the use of two different Morse
potentials – the original Morse potential (dashed blue line), and a softer Morse potential
(solid green line). The softer potential results in a shift of approximately 100 cm−1 in the
O-H stretching spectrum.
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These changes then depend on the polarizability tensor and the dipoles themselves, and
not their derivatives. On the other hand, the intramolecular region of the spectra is
simply shifted to the red—this point will be returned to when discussing the modal
composition of the broad O-H stretching lineshape. This change resulted in the free O-H
stretching frequency in better agreement with experimental values even though the Morse
potential change is almost imperceptible to the naked eye. This implies the center of the
lineshape is very sensitive to the local frequency along the Morse potential as the O-H
stretching motion, perturbed by hydrogen bonding in the liquid, explores the highly
anharmonic potential surface.
In performing the MD, partial point charges were placed on the atoms that were
chosen to reproduce the condensed phase dipole moment. At the water/vapor interface,
the true water dipole falls from its condensed phase value, about 2.9 Debeye, to that in
the gas phase, 1.8 Debeye, over a distance of only a few molecular layers [95]. It would
seem polarizable dynamics would be essential to model the dynamics of aqueous
interfaces, but the use of nonpolarizable MD seems to adequately represent the structure
of the water/vapor interface. A previous work using a polarizable model in this context is
consistent with this observation [5].
Evaluating the TCF in Equations 3.7–3.9 presents a problem for interfacial
systems.

The interface was constructed using the standard MD geometry with

vacuum/vapor above and below the water [6,10]. Unfortunately, this produces two
interfaces with average net dipoles in opposite directions. Calculating the SFG spectrum
of the entire system would lead to partial cancellation of the SFG signal, and meaningless
results. Another problem arises in that molecules at one interface can diffuse to the other
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interface over time. In this case, simulation times are limited to the molecular diffusion
time between interfaces, so that molecules cannot contribute to signal at both interfaces
during one MD run. This leads to TCFs without long time decays that are difficult to
Fourier transform accurately [1,5].
In order to obtain better TCF results, long time (cross) correlations between the
system dipole and polarizability need to be followed.

A weak (laterally isotropic)

restraining potential was added, effectively confining the molecules over time to the half
of the simulation box they start in (in the dimension normal to the interface) without
significantly perturbing the relevant short time dynamics; even though the molecular
diffusion constant (normal to the interface) is changed, the molecule is only contributing
to the spectrum while resident at the interface, and is free of any significant external
potential. This modification permits the calculation of TCFs out to arbitrarily long times,
resulting in sharp spectra that include intermolecular spectral lineshapes. The restraining
potential is of the form V = є∗(σ / r)9 with є =2.3 K, σ =2.474 Å, and r = 0 is at the
center of the box. The restraining potential becomes negligible near the interface, and is
only significant within ≈2.0 Å of the box center. The interfacial density profile was
unchanged—demonstrating the restraining potential used did not perturb the average
structure of the liquid that contributes to the interfacial spectroscopy.
The MD was performed without explicit polarization forces; when the SFG TCF
or INM spectrum are calculated, polarizability is included in the calculations—over 3
million 3 fs time steps were included in calculating the MD and TCFs. The model atomic
polarizability approximation (PAPA) polarizability model [96-98] with point
polarizabilities on the atoms (αO = 1.1482 Å3, αH = 0.3304 Å3) [99]. The permanent
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dipoles were calculated based on ab initio data as described in previous work [1,5]. The
SFG signal is sensitive to both dipole and polarizability derivatives. PAPA polarizability
models naturally incorporate parameters that determine the polarizability derivatives. To
implement this, it is sufficient to make the point polarizabilities on the atomic centers
(O-H) bond-length dependent [96-98].

The point polarizabilities then change as

α(r) = α0(r) + α′ Δr, where Δr is the displacement from the equilibrium bond length.
The α′ parameters for hydrogen and oxygen (α′O = 2.7 Å2, α′ H = -1.06 Å2) are somewhat
different than in previous models, but still give reasonable values for the gas phase
Raman and IR transition moments [1]. Figure 3.2(c) highlights the differences between
the previous and current model for the SFG SSP TCF spectra (showing the same SFG
SSP spectrum presented in Figure 3.1). It is necessary, but not sufficient, to simply
match the gas phase spectroscopic data, and suggests that interfacial molecules explore
geometries different from both the gas phase and the bulk (where the earlier polarizability
model worked very well) [72,74]. Fitting to ab initio data for these interfacial geometries
is clearly desirable, and is being pursued [5]. Further, point atomic polarizability models,
such as the one used here [1,72,96,99,100], offer flexible and transferable parameters for
both neat mixtures and liquids. They also offer a natural description of the induced
dipole derivatives, and the ability to fit polarizability derivatives [98]. However, to
produce an accurate description of interfacial polarizability derivatives, it may be
necessary to make the point polarizabilities depend on bond angles, and not simply bond
lengths as was done in this work [1].
It is interesting to note that the new model captures the free O-H mode more
accurately without significantly perturbing the intermolecular region of the spectra—
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intramolecular spectra are sensitive to dipole and polarizability derivatives that do not
significantly change the magnitude of the dynamically more important dipole and
polarizability. (Note, the small differences in the intermolecular spectrum are likely due
to the relatively poor averaging that was done in calculating the spectrum using the
previous model. In this case only one-fifteenth of the number of configurations were
included in the calculation, and the SFG TCFs were slow to converge [1,65].) Thus, even
relatively small changes to these derivatives can greatly effect the spectroscopic
observable, without changing the essential physics of the problem—e.g., the identity of
the relevant modes and motions.

Figure 3.2: SFG TCF Spectra Using Different Polarizability Models. The (a) IR TCF
spectra for liquid water, the (b) isotropic Raman TCF spectra for liquid water, and the (c)
SFG SSP TCF spectra for the water/vapor interface highlighting the spectral changes in
the use of two polarizability models – previous model (dashed blue line) and current
model (solid green line).
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Figure 3.2 also presents the (a) infrared and (b) isotropic Raman TCF spectra
(relevant to the SSP polarization condition because it probes diagonal elements of the
polarizability matrix) for liquid water using both models. Again, only the intramolecular
region of the spectra changed. For the O-H stretching region, increased asymmetry in the
lineshape is apparent for the new model with a shoulder on the blue side. This is
consistent with previous work that identified this shoulder to be due to instances in which
a hydrogen does not form a hydrogen bond in the bulk [101,102]; this would be
analogous to the free O-H stretch found in interfacial spectra. The new polarizability
model does a better job at highlighting this non-hydrogen bonded frequency distribution
for liquid water, and, consequently, allows for more accurate interfacial spectra. The
figure also clearly demonstrates the power of calculating spectroscopic observables to
analyze condensed phase and interfacial structure. Interestingly, the shoulder on the blue
side of the bulk Raman and IR spectrum is at the same central frequency as the free O-H
mode at the interface—strongly suggesting the presence of free, non-hydrogen bonded,
O-H modes in bulk water.

3.3

Discussion

Figure 3.3 displays the theoretical SFG SSP spectra for the entire water
vibrational spectrum derived from both TCF and INM methods. Both the TCF and INM
results are in absolute units, and no parameters were adjusted in displaying the data. The
INM and TCF spectra were found to integrate to the same value over the entire 0–5000
cm−1 range, and separately over the O-H stretching region (2000–5000 cm−1) for all
polarization conditions (the others are not shown). This behavior is strong evidence for
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Figure 3.3: SFG TCF and INM Spectra for the Water/Vapor Interface. SFG SSP spectra
for the water/vapor interface for the entire water vibrational spectrum using TCF (solid
green line) method and INM (dashed blue line) method.

the interpretation of the INM lineshape as an underlying spectral density that is
motionally narrowed in the observed spectrum [67].

INM approximations to

spectroscopy offer only a limited dynamical description, and correspond to an underlying
spectral density that is typically broader than the observed lineshape when considering
intramolecular modes.

As an example, in bulk water (and other liquid state

intramolecular lineshapes) INM intramolecular resonances were found to be broader than
their TCF counterparts, but with the same central frequency and integrated intensity. The
TCF and INM spectra in Figure 3.3 unambiguously demonstrate SFG O-H stretching
lineshapes at the water/vapor interface are significantly motionally narrowed to a degree
reminiscent of the bulk [74,77]. This result also suggests SFG spectra are sensitive to
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both structure and dynamics. The INM spectrum clearly exhibits the same resonances,
but is broader. This implies that the observed lineshapes are motionally narrowed, and
dynamical contributions to SFG signals are important [68].
Figure 3.4 presents TCF derived theoretical descriptions of the SFG spectra in the
O-H stretching region for the water/vapor interface. The three possible independent
polarization conditions (SSP, PPP, and SPS), in the electronically nonresonant
experiment are displayed. The first two indices can be interpreted as the element of the
system polarizability tensor, and the second index as the element of the system dipole
that is being probed.

In the data, for all polarizations, we have included the SSP

nonresonant contribution (this is only strictly correct for the SSP polarization condition,
and serves as an estimate in the other cases), χN Res(ω), which is a small negative constant
( 2)
(ω )|2 ∝ | χ Re s (ω ) + χ N Re s (ω ) |2 . In order to
[5,85], and the full signal is given by | χ SFG

account for the Fresnel coefficients that modify the experimental intensities, we have
adjusted the relative intensities of our theoretical spectra so they can be more easily
compared with experimental results [68].
The spectrum in the SSP geometry that correlates the dipole moment component
normal to the interface with diagonal polarizability matrix elements in the plane of the
interface [e.g., 〈μz(0) αxx(t)〉, with the z axis taken as the surface normal direction] leads to
the most intense spectrum due to a relatively sizable, and changing, net normal dipole
moment at the interface, and the relatively large diagonal polarizability elements; water
has a nearly diagonal polarizability matrix with nearly equal elements in both the gas
phase and bulk. (Note, the PPP polarization condition is sensitive to a combination of all
allowed susceptibility tensor elements in contrast to SSP and SPS that only probe a single
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Figure 3.4: SFG TCF Spectra for the O-H Stretching Region. SFG TCF spectra for the
water/vapor interface in the O-H stretching region for three polarizations: SSP (solid
green line), PPP (dashed blue line), and SPS (dotted red line).

tensor element [92]). Previously, it has been shown that the agreement between the TCF
and experimental spectrum, including the relative intensities of the different polarization
conditions, was excellent, and within the statistical error over most of the frequency
range [2]. Thus, the essential features of the spectrum, and its polarization dependence,
are captured very well by the TCF theory with the caveat that absolute intensities of the
intramolecular modes are quite sensitive to the choice of polarizability parameters.
The polarization dependence of the signal is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. For
polarizations that are sensitive to dipole derivatives normal to the interface—SSP and
PPP—the signal has an intense lineshape. In contrast, for the SPS geometry, which is
sensitive to dipole derivatives parallel to the interface, only a hint of a signal is found.
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The SPS polarization condition also probes small off-diagonal polarizability matrix
elements. These results also suggest by evaluation of the polarization dependence of the
SFG spectra, given a knowledge of the expected nature of the polarizability and dipole
derivatives, allows interfacial molecular geometries to be inferred via the spectra
[17,92,103].
While the intermolecular spectrum of bulk water shows little structure, the
interfacial spectra are complex as shown in Figure 3.5.

The figure highlights the

intermolecular SFG TCF spectra for the three independent polarization conditions (SSP,
PPP, and SPS). The polarizations that are sensitive to dipole derivatives normal to the
interface, SSP and PPP, show a well-defined intermolecular mode at 875 cm−1 that is
comparable in intensity to the rest of the intermolecular structure and approximately onesixth the intensity of the intense free O-H stretching peak [2]. Using instantaneous
normal mode methods (looking at the nature of the INMs in the same spectral region), the
resonance is shown to be due to a wagging mode localized on a single water molecule, at
a slight angle to the interface, with two hydrogens vibrating/librating normal to the
interface, and the oxygen anchored in the interface [2]. The hydrogens, pointing into the
vapor phase, are hydrogen bonded to an oxygen atom at the interface.
The SSP and PPP also show an intense intermolecular mode at 95 cm−1. Using
instantaneous normal mode methods, the resonance is found to be due to translations
perpendicular to the interface. The SPS spectra, which are sensitive to dipole derivatives
parallel to the interface, show an intermolecular mode at 220 cm−1. This mode is a result
of translations parallel to the interface. The importance of polarization sensitivity in SFG
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Figure 3.5: SFG TCF Spectra for the Intermolecular Region. SFG TCF spectra for the
water/vapor interface in the intermolecular region for three polarizations: SSP (solid
green line), PPP (dashed blue line), and SPS (dotted red line).

experiments is, thus, highlighted. Further, we have observed spectroscopically distinct
species, and clearly identified the vibrational modes responsible for the lineshape.
Hence, experimental setups that permit taking spectra at relatively long wavelengths
could probe these modes as a compliment to the information contained in the free and
donor O-H stretching modes [52,54]. These three distinct populations of water molecules
at the interface were previously undescribed—other works have inferred the existence of
something like the wagging mode [8,43,44]. This might be considered surprising given
the large numbers of MD simulations of the water/vapor interface that have been
performed previously. This observation highlights the power of calculating spectroscopic
observables in assessing interfacial structure and dynamics. Not only can the results be
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directly compared with experiment, thus validating the MD model, the spectroscopic
calculation serves as a filter of the dynamics extracting out the identity of collective
coordinates with well-defined frequencies that persist at the interface.
Figure 3.6 highlights the vibrational modes from the intermolecular and
intramolecular region of the spectra. A typical free O-H mode, shown in blue, produces
the high frequency feature at 3700 cm−1. It is clear the oxygen atom is anchored in the
interface, and the O-H is oscillating freely above the interface. The wagging mode giving
rise to the spectral feature at 875 cm−1 is displayed in green at the opposite interface.
Here, the oxygen atom is anchored in the interface, and the two hydrogens are vibrating
into the vapor phase. A representative perpendicular translational mode (with lineshape

Figure 3.6: Water/Vapor Interface Snapshot. A snapshot of a water/vapor interface
containing 216 water molecules featuring INMs from different regions of the spectra.
The water molecule shown in blue is representative of a free O-H mode at 3694 cm−1.
The water molecule shown in green is representative of a wagging motion at 858 cm−1.
The water molecule shown in yellow highlights a translation perpendicular to the
interface at 46 cm−1. The water molecule shown in black highlights a translation parallel
to the interface at 197 cm−1.
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centered at 95 cm−1) is shown in yellow, and the roughly parallel translational mode (with
lineshape centered at 220 cm−1) is shown in black. These results demonstrate how the
INM approach does not require a priori assumptions about the nature of interfacial
modes, but does reveal their physical characteristics, and how different molecular
motions contribute to the spectrum. In future work, a quantification of the relative
populations of these interfacial species is planned via this approach.
Figure 3.7 displays the distribution of the direction cosine from the surface
normal of O-H vectors pointing into the vapor. This result compares well with previous
theoretical data [6]. An enhancement in probability is seen at cosθ ≈ 1. We also find that
approximately 20% of surface water molecules have a free O-H bond pointing out of the
liquid and into the vapor, which is consistent with previous theoretical work [6,10] This
analysis also points out that it is necessary to talk of broad distributions of angles at the
water/vapor interfaces, and that relatively less can be learned from single average values
of orientations.

Figure 3.7: Probability Distribution of the Direction Cosine. The probability distribution
of the direction cosine from the surface normal of O-H vectors pointing into the vapor.
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Figure 3.8(a) displays the real and imaginary parts for the SSP spectrum
calculated via Equations 3.6 and 3.7. Examining the real and imaginary parts of the
spectrum can offer insights unavailable from the modulus alone. The real and imaginary
parts could be measured experimentally via a heterodyne detection scheme, or by taking
advantage of interference effects between bulk and interfacial contributions to the
spectrum [17]. To see the advantages of separately examining the real and imaginary
contributions, it is useful to write the resonant SFG signal of a single harmonic mode, Q
(with linear dipole and polarizability), in frequency space as [4]

⎤
ω − ω IR
,
2
2⎥
⎣ (ω − ω IR ) + γ ⎦

(3.11)

⎤
⎥.
⎣ (ω − ω IR ) + γ ⎦

(3.12)

⎡

χ R( 2) (ω ) ∝ (∂μ i / ∂Q)(∂α jk / ∂Q) ⎢

⎡

χ I( 2) (ω ) ∝ (∂μ i / ∂Q)(∂α jk / ∂Q ) ⎢

γ

2

2

In Equations 3.11 and 3.12, γ is a mathematical convergence parameter that physically
can be interpreted as a homogeneous line width. The signal magnitude is seen to be
proportional to the product of dipole and polarizability derivatives. Equations 3.11 and
3.12 imply a single type of mode will lead to an imaginary contribution that is a
symmetric well-defined peak (Lorentzian in character), while the real part will change
sign, dipping below zero, at the maximum of the imaginary portion. If more than one
species is contributing to the signal in a given region, a more complex lineshape will
result from the overlapping signals. Examining the real and imaginary contributions in
Figure 3.8(a), it is clear that several of the resonances are essentially single mode in
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Figure 3.8: Real and Imaginary Components of the Spectra. Real (solid green line) and
imaginary (dashed blue line) components of the (a) SFG SSP TCF spectra for the
water/vapor interface and for (b) bulk water calculated as the Fourier-Laplace transform.

character: the free O-H (3700 cm−1), the small bending contribution at the surface (1800
cm−1), the wagging mode (875 cm−1), and translational modes (95 cm−1 and 220 cm−1).
There is some overlap in the translational modes, and it is instructive that the higher
frequency (220 cm−1) mode, that is pronounced only in the SPS modulus spectrum, also
shows up in the SSP real and imaginary spectra.
Figure 3.9 highlights the O-H stretching region—from approximately 3000 cm−1
to 3600 cm−1. Careful examination of the spectrum reveals three separate modes in this
region centered at 3195 cm−1, 3325 cm−1, and 3400 cm−1. Remarkably, this agrees very
well with previous experimental work that deconvoluted the spectrum in this region.
That analysis revealed three modes present in the same region centered at 3200 cm−1,
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3325 cm−1, and 3454 cm−1—nearly the same frequencies [11,59]. This is strong evidence
for distinct populations of water molecules in this “donor” O-H region of the spectrum.

Figure 3.9: Real and Imaginary Components in the O-H Stretching Region. Real (solid
green line) and imaginary (dashed blue line) components of the SFG SSP TCF spectra for
the water/vapor interface for the O-H stretching region. The arrows highlight three
separate modes centered at 3195 cm−1, 3325 cm−1, and 3400 cm−1.

Further work is needed to identify the nature of these distinct O-H stretching species. It
should be noted, that while the real and imaginary parts of the TCF derived SFG spectra
do clearly indicate the presence of distinct subpopulations of oscillators, it is difficult to
unambiguously identify the species responsible for the signals. This complication occurs
because the modes are identified using INM methods, and the INM signal is broad in this
region. Therefore, there is not an absolute correspondence between an INM frequency
and the associated TCF spectrum (in this congested spectral region). This difficulty does
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not arise, however, in investigating spectra regions dominated by a single resonance like
the free O-H or wagging mode.
Further, the theoretical and experimental spectra have a somewhat different shape
in this region, and this manifests itself in the relative intensities of the different
contributions (considering the extant water/vapor SFG spectra that have similar features
but not identical shapes in this region) [20,26,68,85,104]. The differences are most likely
due to the spectroscopic intensities of these species via our spectroscopic model rather
than different populations of these species at the interface within the MD model.
However, further investigation is required to definitively demonstrate this. It should also
be noted, as pointed out in an earlier investigation [6], orientational information can also
be deduced from the relative signs of the imaginary mode lineshapes given knowledge of
the signs of the prefactors in Equations. 3.11 and 3.12 (the dipole and polarizability
derivatives).
To further show the utility of the real and imaginary modal analysis, Figure 3.8(b)
displays the real and imaginary parts of the bulk water O-H stretching region calculated
as the Fourier–Laplace transform. While a linear IR experiment does not measure this
observable, the transform can still be applied as an analysis tool. Figure 3.8(b) is strong
evidence that there are two distinct species in the bulk, and the higher frequency moiety
arises from the bulk free O-H, nonhydrogen bonded molecules [101,102,105].

3.4

Conclusion

The combined use of improved TCF and INM approximations to SFG
spectroscopy represent a powerful complementary approach. Achieving agreement with
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experimental measurements engenders confidence in the MD and spectroscopic models
used to produce the theoretical spectrum. Many MD simulations of the water/vapor
interface have been performed, but traditional analysis techniques do not easily uncover
important interfacial subpopulations such as the wagging (hindered rotational) and
hindered translational motions. Thus, SFG spectroscopy may be capable of giving a
complete picture of the interface—including structure and dynamics. Realizing this
promise depends critically on the spectra being reliably interpreted, and the methods
employed in this study are designed to unambiguously characterize the nature of SFG
spectra including inferring subpopulations of molecules from complex lineshapes. The
plan is to investigate more complex and interesting interfaces using our improved
combined INM/TCF approach.
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Chapter 4
SFG Spectroscopy of the Carbon Tetrachloride/Water Interface

Theoretical approximations to the sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational
spectrum of O-H stretching at the carbon tetrachloride/water interface are constructed
using quantum corrected time correlation function (TCF) and instantaneous normal mode
(INM) methods. Detailed comparisons of the theoretical signals are made with those
obtained experimentally, and show good agreement for the spectral peaks in the O-H
stretching region of water. An intermolecular mode at 848 cm-1 is also identifiable,
similar to the one seen for the water/vapor interface. Using INM methods, the resonance
is seen to be due to a wagging mode that was previously identified [3] as localized on a
single water molecule with both hydrogens displaced normal to the interface.
Additionally, examination of the real and imaginary parts of the theoretical SFG spectra
reveal the spectroscopic species attributed to the resonances in the O-H region, and are
consistent with experimental data.

4.1

Introduction

The interaction of water with hydrophobic surfaces is ubiquitous in chemistry and
the environment, and plays an important role in many biological processes due to the
unique molecular structure of water, which enables it to form an extended hydrogen
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bonding network [106]. Recent years have seen a large increase in the theoretical and
experimental interest of the investigation into the structural and dynamical properties of
water at hydrophobic interfaces [insert references]. The advent of interface specific
nonlinear optical spectroscopies, such as SFG, have facilitated the understanding of such
aqueous systems at the molecular level.

The complementary nature of theory and

experiment permits a more detailed understanding of the interface under study.
In this chapter, classical molecular dynamics (MD) methods are applied to model
the dynamics of the carbon tetrachloride/water interface. The configurations generated
are then employed by the combined use of quantum corrected TCF and INM theories of
vibrational spectroscopy in order to describe the SFG spectrum of the interface and
determine the molecular origin of the SFG signal.

The spectra obtained from this

combined approach have been successfully compared with experimental spectra and
demonstrates the effectiveness of these methods in understanding condensed phase
spectroscopy of water, other liquids, and interfaces [1-6,69-73].

4.2

Models and Methods

Using the methods described in the previous chapter, MD simulations were
conducted using a code which uses reversible integration and extended system techniques
[94]. Here, separate microcanonical MD simulations were performed on ambient H2O
with a density of 1.0 g/cm3 and CCl4 with a density of 1.5 g/cm3; both at an average
temperature of 298 K. To create an interface, a cubic simulation box of equilibrated
liquid water was placed between two equally sized simulation boxes of equilibrated
liquid CCl4 along the z axis. The system was allowed to equilibrate, creating two carbon
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tetrachloride/water interfaces that were sufficiently far apart as to avoid strong
interactions. Ewald summation was included in three dimensions, and the density profile
of the system was monitored to verify equilibration [11]. In all cases, the results were
tested and found to be system-size independent. Most results were generated from 64
water and 52 CCl4 molecule simulations, and larger system sizes up to 128 water and 104
CCl4 molecules were tried, and did not alter the results.
The MD simulations performed for this study were conducted using a carbon
tetrachloride model that included bond and bending potentials described by the Amber
force field [107]. The partial charges on the carbon tetrachloride atoms were fit to an ab
initio calculated electrostatic potential surface using the Connolly method in the
GAMESS package [58]. As in previous work, the flexible simple point charge (SPC/F)
water model that includes a harmonic bending potential, linear cross terms, and Morse OH stretching potentials was used [3]. For the purpose of modelling the spectroscopy, the
partial point charges that were placed on the water atoms were chosen to reproduce the
condensed phase dipole moment [1-3,5].
As was seen with the water/vapor interface in the previous chapter, the interface is
constructed using the standard MD geometry with CCl4 above and below the water
[3,4,8]. This produces two interfaces, however, with average net dipoles in opposite
directions and molecules at one interface that can diffuse to the other interface over time,
perturbing the SFG signal [1-4]. To solve this problem, a weak (laterally isotropic)
restraining potential was added to effectively confine the molecules to the half of the
simulation box that they started in (normal to the interface) over the length of the
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simulation. The external potential was chosen such that it did not significantly perturb
the relevant dynamics, as has been shown previously [3,4].
While the MD simulations were performed without explicit polarization forces,
polarizability is included when the SFG TCF or INM spectra are calculated. The induced
dipoles and polarizability tensor of each configuration is determined using a point atomic
polarizability approximation (PAPA) model that includes many-body polarization effects
explicitly, and accounts for polarizability derivatives with point polarizabilities that are
bond-length dependent [3,96-98]. The permanent dipoles were calculated based on the
same ab initio data [1,5] as described in the previous chapter.

4.3

Discussion

Figure 4.1 displays the TCF derived theoretical description of the SFG spectrum
for the entire water vibrational spectrum of the carbon tetrachloride/water interface in the
SSP polarization condition.

The theoretical spectrum has been adjusted in relative

intensity to account for the Fresnel factors that modify the experimental intensities [3,15].
As was seen for the water/vapor interface [2,3], the inset of Figure 4.1 highlights an
intense resonance in the intermolecular region identified here at 848 cm-1. Using INM
methods [2-4], the resonance is shown to be due to the wagging mode, which is localized
on a single water molecule, almost parallel to the interface, as described in chapter 3.
Figure 4.2 presents the theoretical TCF SFG spectrum in the O-H stretching
region for the SSP geometry. The free O-H peak is easily identifiable at 3655 cm-1, while
the rest of the stretching region has a more complicated shape. The inset of figure 4.2
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Figure 4.1: SFG TCF Spectrum for the CCl4/Water Interface. SFG SSP spectrum using
the TCF method for the CCl4/water interface for the entire water vibrational spectrum.
The inset shows just the intermolecular region.

displays experimental data for the O-H stretching region using the same polarization
condition [36]. The free O-H stretching lineshape is captured by the theory, and the peak
frequency is in good agreement with the experimental data, while the rest of the spectrum
in this region has similar features.
Figure 4.3 displays the real and imaginary parts of the SSP TCF spectrum in the
O-H stretching region calculated using the established methods [3,4]. Upon examination,
three separate modes can be identified in this region centered at 3210 cm-1, 3350 cm-1,
and 3450 cm-1, in addition to the free O-H mode at 3655 cm-1. This is in good agreement
with previous experimental work that deconvoluted the spectrum in this region. That
analysis revealed modes present in the same spectral region centered at 3250 cm-1, 3444
cm-1, and the free O-H peak at 3669 cm-1 [36,108], with only the peak seen at 3350 cm-1
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in the theoretical spectrum uncorrelated. It should also be noted that the theoretical and
experimental spectra have a somewhat different shape in this region (3200-3600 cm-1),
and this manifests itself in the relative intensities of the different contributions. The

Figure 4.2: SFG TCF Spectrum for the O-H Stretching Region of CCl4/Water. SFG TCF
spectrum for the CCl4/water interface in the O-H stretching region for the SSP
polarization condition calculated from theory (solid red line). The inset is experimental
data [36] for the same polarization geometry.

experimental spectrum [36] is more pronounced on the blue side of the broad donor O-H
region (to the red of the free O-H peak) compared to the theoretical result, and the
subpopulations identified on that side of the lineshape are relatively larger as well. The
differences are most likely due to the spectroscopic intensities of these species via our
spectroscopic model rather than different populations of these species at the interface
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within the MD model. However, supplementary investigation is required to definitively
demonstrate this.

Figure 4.3: Real and Imaginary Components in the O-H Stretching Region of the
CCl4/Water Interface. Real (solid green line) and imaginary (dashed blue line)
components of the SFG SSP TCF spectra for the CCl4/water interface for the O-H
stretching region. The arrows highlight three separate modes centered at 3210 cm−1,
3350 cm−1, and 3450 cm−1.

Comparison with previous theoretical spectra obtained for the water/vapor
interface [2,3] shows that some species are common to both interfaces. This should not
be considered surprising, since carbon tetrachloride is a hydrophobic medium and
therefore creates a small buffer region, thus reducing the interference to the water
structure at the surface. This can be seen in Figure 4.4. However, the intensity of the
free O-H peak is reduced as compared to the water/vapor spectrum due to the interactions
between the free O-H oscillators at the interface and carbon tetrachloride.
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Further

examination of the two systems reveals that the frequency of the O-H vibration is slightly
lower for the CCl4/water interface (3655 cm-1) than for the water/vapor interface. This
red shift is consistent with experimental data, and has been found to be due to an
attractive interaction between the dangling O-H bond and the surrounding carbon
tetrachloride molecules, which hinders its motion [36,108,109].

Figure 4.4: CCl4/Water Interface Snapshot. A snapshot of a carbon tetrachloride/water
interface containing 64 water molecules and 26 CCl4 molecules on each side, featuring
INMs from different regions of the spectra. The water molecule shown in blue is
representative of a free O-H mode at 3656 cm−1. The water molecule shown in yellow is
representative of a wagging motion at 848 cm−1.

Figure 4.4 highlights the representative vibrational modes from the O-H
stretching and wagging regions that give rise to their respective spectral signatures. A
typical free O-H mode, shown in blue, produces the high frequency feature at 3655 cm-1.
It is clear that the oxygen atom is anchored in the interface, while the O-H is oscillating
freely above the interface. The intermolecular vibrational mode identified as the wagging
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feature at 848 cm-1 is highlighted nearby in yellow. Here, the oxygen atom is anchored in
the interface, and the two hydrogens are vibrating away from the CCl4 interface. The
carbon tetrachloride molecules are shown in green. These results demonstrate how the
INM method reveals physical characteristics of the interfacial modes, and how different
molecular motions contribute to the spectrum.

4.4

Conclusions

The vibrational SFG spectrum of the carbon tetrachloride/water interface has been
calculated based on molecular dynamics simulations in order to gain a better
understanding of the interfacial structure of this system. A combined approach which
makes use of improved TCF and INM approximations to SFG spectroscopy was used in
the analysis.

The spectrum obtained has been examined and compared to both

experiment [36,108,109] and previous studies of the water/vapor interface [2,3].
Achieving agreement with experimental measurements engenders confidence in the MD
and spectroscopic models used to produce the theoretical spectrum, and suggests that our
understanding of the spectroscopy of interfaces is improving. Many MD simulations of
the carbon tetrachloride/water interface have been performed, but traditional analysis
techniques do not easily uncover important interfacial subpopulations such as the
wagging (hindered rotational) motions. Further analysis reveals that the frequency of the
free O-H and wagging vibrations are slightly red shifted for the CCl4/water interface
(when compared to water/vapor) due to interactions at the interface between CCl4 and
water. Thus, SFG spectroscopy may be capable of giving a complete picture of the
interface—including structure and dynamics. The methods employed in this study are
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designed to unambiguously characterize the nature of SFG spectra including inferring
subpopulations of molecules from complex lineshapes. Additional investigations using
the combined INM/TCF approach on other complex and interesting systems will provide
more information about the interactions at hydrophobic interfaces.
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Chapter 5
Third Order SFVS of the Silica/Water Interface

Sum frequency vibrational spectroscopy (SFVS), a second order optical process,
is interface specific in the dipole approximation [4,23].

At charged interfaces, the

experimentally detected signal is a combination of enhanced second order and static field
induced third order contributions due to the existence of a static field. Evidence of the
importance/relative magnitude of this third order contribution is seen in the literature
[110,111,112], but no previous molecularly detailed approach existed to separately
calculate the second and third order contributions.

Recent work presented a novel

molecular dynamics (MD) based theory that provides a direct means to calculate the third
order contributions to SFVS spectra at charged interfaces [113], and a hyperpolarizability
model for water was developed [114]. Here, these methods are applied to an idealized
silica/water interface, and the results are compared to experimental data for water at a
fused quartz surface.

5.1

Introduction

Aqueous interfaces are abundant in the environment, and vital to many chemical,
biological, and atmospheric processes. Typically, these interfaces are not neat, and
contain charged species or charged solid surfaces, such as silica. Naturally occurring
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silica/water interfaces are ubiquitous, and many important chemical processes occur in
soil and atmospheric dust, where silicates are widespread [115-119]. A charged interface
is created between water and silica by the presence of silanol groups (SiOH), which
terminate silica and tend to ionize in water, especially as pH is increased [110,111,120].
A relatively large static field is also produced by the undissociated silica surface due to
large charge separation between the silicon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms [120,121].
In a typical SFVS experiment, a signal is generated by combining visible and
infrared laser pulses focused upon the interface to be studied. The resulting signal is a
second order response which requires anisotropic media according to the dipole
approximation [4,5,15,23]. Interfaces inherently disrupt the symmetry due to the lack of
an inversion center which gives rise to the interface specificity needed.

When the

infrared laser frequency corresponds to a vibration at the interface, a resonant lineshape is
obtained with a characteristic shape that reflects both the structural and dynamical
environment at the interface [4,15,45].

If a static field is present, the third order

susceptibility is probed in addition to the second order susceptibility. Due to the static
nature of the third field, the second and third order signals are generated in the direction
given by the sum frequency wave vector, and are inseparable experimentally
[110,111,114].
Recently, a computational molecularly detailed method to model both the second
and third order contributions to the SFVS signal of charged interfaces was developed
[113]. Previous theoretical studies [1,2,3,5,72,73,74,122], including the ones presented
in chapters 3 and 4, used a semi-classical technique to calculate quantum corrected TCFs
that describe the vibrational spectra of complex liquids and interfaces. Briefly, classical
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MD was performed to generate trajectories for an aqueous system. The permanent
dipoles, polarizabilities, and their derivatives for each species present in the MD
simulation are parametrized as a function of molecular geometry based on ab initio data.
In order to construct the corresponding TCFs, the induced dipoles and polarizability
tensor arising from the interatomic interactions at each configuration are then calculated
using a point atomic polarizability approximation (PAPA) model. This approach has
been demonstrated to be an effective method for understanding the condensed phase
spectroscopy of water and other liquid interfaces [1,2,3,72,73,74], and has been extended
to calculate the third order contribution to SFVS spectra at charged interfaces [113,114].
Here, this extended spectroscopic model is applied to MD generated configurations of an
idealized silica/water interface, in order to determine if the new model is suitable for
evaluating third order optical effects at more complex charged interfaces.

5.2

Models and Methods

The system modeled during the course of this work includes a charged surface at
an interface with water. Typical three-wave mixing experminents, such as SFVS, probe
both the second order, χ(2), and third order, χ(3), susceptibilities in the presence of a static
field created by a charged species [4,17,110,111,123-125]. The third order polarization
term can be shown to depend on an additional contribution from the electrostatic field,
Estatic, to the nonlinear polarization induced at the interface by the visible, Evis, and
infrared, EIR, fields, and is given by [24,113,110,111]

PSFG = P ( 2) + P ( 3) = χ ( 2 ) : Evis E IR + χ ( 3) M Evis E IR E static .
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(5.1)

Here, P(2) and P(3) denote a second and third order polarization, respectively. Equation
5.1 therefore implies that the measured polarization signal contains the normal second
order SFG signal represented by the first term on the right hand side, in addition to the
third order contribution shown in the second term, which contains the presence of three
fields (two incident and one static).

This contribution is not negligible

[17,24,110,111,129], and since the electrostatic field disrupts the symmetry of the system
through the alignment of interfacial water molecules, it serves to extend the anisotropic
interfacial region into normally centrosymmetric regions of the bulk [17,26,35,130-132].
This allows more molecules to contribute to the observed nonlinear polarization [24,113].
Due to the wave vector of the static field being zero, the observed polarization
signal, PSFG, in Equation 5.1 represents a combined measurement of second and third
order processes. The wave vector of a field is proportional to its frequency, and the
experimentally detected polarization signal is determined by the sum of the wave vectors,
ks, from the excitation fields [4,25,87]. Therefore, since the two applied fields have nonzero wave vectors, k1 and k2, while the static field has a wave vector of zero, the direction
that the generated signal will propagate is represented by ks = k1 + k2 and
ks = k1 + k2 + 0 for the P(2) and P(3) signals, respectively.
To investigate the third order nonlinear polarization contribution in molecular
detail computationally, it is necessary to start with perturbation theory [126]. It has
previously been shown that the 48 terms used to describe the third order susceptibility
can be simplified in terms of the real part of two different TCFs [113]. The dominant
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contribution is given by cross-correlating the system’s dipole and hyperpolarizability, and
is defined as

( 3),Re s
χ kjiz
(ω IR ) =

∞
2
h 0

∫

e iωIRt Im{< β kzj (t ) μ i (0) >}dt .

(5.2)

In Equation 5.2, the imaginary part of the equation is represented by the designation Im,
while β denotes the system hyperpolarizability, and z is the component perpendicular to
the interface that is enhanced by the static field. The time correlation function in this
equation is proportional to βkzj μi, by

hG (t ) = β kzj (t ) μi (0) .

(5.3)

It can then be shown that analysis using detailed balance reveals that the Fourier
transform of the real, GR(t), and imaginary, GI(t), parts of the TCF are analytically related
by a factor of tanh as

GI (ω ) = − tanh( βhω / 2)GR (ω ) ,

(5.4)

where GR(ω) and GI(ω) are both real. As described in previous work [70,72], the
classical limit can then be found and the correlation function can be quantum corrected.
Application of the TCF described (to the modeling of aqueous charged interfaces)
requires the modification of the established spectroscopic model [3,4], that was used in
chapters 3 and 4, to include the calculation of the molecular and system
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hyperpolarizabilities. This will enable the contribution of the third order effects resulting
from the presence of a static field to be determined. To construct the spectroscopic
model, point polarizabilities are assigned to each atom, such that the interactions
reproduce the equilibrium gas phase hyperpolarizability tensor [127,128]. Since the
dependence on molecular geometry is included explicitly in the spectroscopic model, the
hyperpolarizabilities and their derivatives were determined from fits to ab initio
electronic structure calculations [113,114]. Methods using appropriate basis sets have
shown reliability in determining the static hyperpolarizability of gas phase and liquid
water [137-141]. Additionally, this method uses an Applequist/Thole-like model [1-4,7374,100,133-136], to calaculate the effective hyperpolarizability, including intrinsic and
interaction effects, as sums over the products of the condensed phase polarizability and
matrices related to the dipole interation tensor. This process is similar to the many body
polarization method that was used to calculate the polarizability in chapters 3 and 4.
Using the Applequist/Sundberg formalism, the total effective hyperpolarizability, β ijkeff , is
given by [128]

β

eff
ijk

eff
α nieff α nj α nkeff
= ∑ βn
,
αn αn αn
n

(14)

where βn denotes the intrinsic, internal molecular geometry dependent hyperpolarizability
associated with atom n. The total effective polarizability between atom i and n is
represented by α nieff , and αn is the intrinsic, internal molecular geometry dependent
polarizability associated with atom n.
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As in the previous chapters, MD simulations were performed using a code that
uses reversible integration and extended system techniques [94]. Microcanonical MD
simulations were performed on ambient H2O with a density of 1.0 g/cm3 and an average
temperature of 298 K. To create an interface, two equally sized cubic simulation boxes
of equilibrated liquid water were placed on opposite sides of an idealized flat surface
along the z axis. As can be seen in figure 5.1, this idealized surface was constructed as a
rigid slab of double layer charges, where one side of the slab contains a negatively
charged layer followed by a positively charged layer, while the opposite side is
assembled in reverse. Although this system is an idealized approximation, it is similar to
glasses, such as fused quartz, and is an excellent precursor to modeling more complex
water/silica interfaces. The system was allowed to equilibrate, creating two water/solid
interfaces that were sufficiently far apart as to avoid strong interactions. Most results

Figure 5.1: Silica/Water Interface Snapshot. A snapshot of the idealized silica/water
interface containing 242 water molecules and on each side. The silica slab is comprised
of 378 oxygen atoms, shown in red, and an equal number of silicon atoms, shown in
yellow.
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were generated from 484 water molecule simulations. Ewald summation was included in
three dimensions, and the density profile of the system was monitored to verify
equilibration [11].
The MD simulations performed for this study were conducted using a rigid silica
slab model that included intermolecular interaction potentials described by the Universal
Force Field [142]. The partial charges on the silica atoms were selected to maintain
charge neutrality for the system. As in previous work, the flexible simple point charge
(SPC/F) water model that includes a harmonic bending potential, linear cross terms, and
Morse O-H stretching potentials was used [3].

For the purpose of modelling the

spectroscopy, the partial point charges that were placed on the water atoms were chosen
to reproduce the condensed phase dipole moment [1-3,5,114].

5.3

Discussion

Figure 5.2 shows the theoretical description of the SFVS spectrum derived using
the third order TCF method for the entire water vibrational spectrum of the idealized
silica/water interface in the SSP polarization condition. When compared with the spectra
obtained for the water/vapor and CCl4/water interfaces shown in chapters 3 and 4, it can
be seen that the spectrum is now dominated by the features in the O-H stretching region.
The resonance seen around 1800 cm-1 is relatively more intense (as compared to the
previous interfacial spectra), and is due to bending motion of bulk water molecules near
the interface [3]. This increase in intensity indicates that the interface has been extended
further into the bulk (i.e. disrupting the symmetry) by the presence of the charged
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surface, thus allowing a greater contribution to the SFVS spectra from this typically bulklike behavior.

Figure 5.2: Third Order SFVS Spectrum for the Silica/Water Interface. SFVS spectrum
using the third order TCF method in the SSP polarization condition for the idealized
silica/water interface for the entire water vibrational spectrum.

Figure 5.3 presents the theoretical third order TCF SFVS spectrum in the O-H
stretching region for the SSP polarization condition. Here, two peaks in the area between
3100 – 3500 cm-1 are clearly identifiable. The first peak at approximately 3200 cm-1 can
be attributed to ice-like ordering of the water molecules near the interface, while the
second peak that occurs around 3400 cm-1 is more liquid-like, and is similar to the peak
seen in the donor O-H region of the water/vapor spectrum [4,17,23,112,143-145].
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Figure 5.3: Third Order SFVS Spectrum for the O-H Stretching Region of the
Silica/Water Interface. The third order TCF SFVS spectrum for the idealized silica/water
interface in the O-H stretching region for the SSP polarization condition calculated from
theory (solid red line). The inset is experimental data [143] for fused quartz/water using
the same polarization geometry.

The free O-H peak, which normally occurs around 3600 cm-1, is clearly suppressed,
which indicates that most of the water molecules are hydrogen bonding at this surface
[17,143-145]. The inset of Figure 5.3 displays experimental data for the O-H stretching
region of a fused quartz/water interface taken in the same polarization geometry
[112,143].

The relative intensities agree nearly quantitatively between theory and

experiment, and the line shape is captured remarkable well by the theory. This indicates
that the third order spectroscopic model developed [113,114] is capable of reproducing
the essential features of the spectrum.
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Figure 5.4: Second Order SFVS Spectrum for the O-H Stretching Region of the
Silica/Water Interface. SFVS spectrum for the idealized silica/water interface in the O-H
stretching region for the SSP polarization condition using the second order TCF model.

For comparison with the third order model, Figure 5.4 shows the spectrum for the
same system and polarization geometry in the O-H stretching region using the established
second order TCF expression [1-4], presented in chapter 3. Using this method, the peaks
appear less well defined, and the signal intensity is reduced by an order of magnitude.
While more refinement of the model is needed, this comparison suggests that the third
order contribution does play an important role in determining the spectra of a charged
interface.
In Figure 5.5, the theoretical third order TCF SFVS spectrum in the O-H
stretching region for the SSP polarization condition is shown for an idealised silica
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interface where the negative surface charge has been increased.

Introducing an

artificially high negative surface charge to this interface approximates a fully ionized

Figure 5.5: Third Order SFVS Spectrum for the Silica/Water Interface with Increased
Surface Charge. The third order TCF SFVS spectrum for the idealized silica/water
interface with high surface charge in the O-H stretching region for the SSP polarization
condition calculated from theory (solid red line). The inset is experimental data [143] for
fused quartz/water using the same polarization geometry at a pH level of 12.3.

silica surface, producing a strong electric field. Both experiment and theory show that
this results in a more highly ordered interfacial structure, as evidenced by the dominance
of the ice-like peak at 3200 cm-1 [17,112,143,144]. This indicates that the field can orient
several molecular layers of the water interface with one or both hydrogens pointing
toward the silica interface to form a hydrogen-bond with the deprotonated surface. The
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appearance of the shoulder feature near 3400 cm-1 results from the more liquid-like
structure as the effects from the electric field are not as strong going into the bulk.

5.4

Conclusions

Theoretical approximations to the interface specific SFVS spectrum of O-H
stretching at the water/silica interface have been calculated based on molecular dynamics
simulations of water at an idealized silica slab surface. Spectra are constructed using
newly developed static field enhanced TCF methods [113,114]. This approach leads to a
signal in the SSP polarization geometry that is comparable with experimental
measurements [112,143].

SFVS is an inherently challenging second order optical

technique and studies on water interfaces concentrate on the line shape associated with
the intense O-H stretching resonance that is perturbed by the inhomogeneous
environment. The presence of a static field associated with the charged species can
produce an apparent ice-like ordering of water molecules in the OH stretching region at
the interface, which corresponds to published experimental data at interfaces with fused
quartz [112,143,144] and α-quartz [17,144]. The complexity of the broad structured
SFVS signal can be attributed to O-H stretching motions facing toward the bulk or silica
surface environments that are characteristic of the interface. Achieving agreement with
experimental measurements engenders confidence in the MD and spectroscopic models
used to produce the theoretical spectrum, and suggests that theory can play a crucial role
in interpreting SFVS spectra at more complex interfaces. Further investigation and
refinement of this model is clearly required, but the initial results are promising, and
build on previous success in understanding the complex structure and dynamics of
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aqueous interfaces. Additionally, future work may determine the level of importance of
third order signals, and whether ordering of the interfacial water structure contributes to
an enhanced second order signal.
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Chapter 6
Computer Simulation of Molecular Evolution

This chapter presents a molecular evolution code affectionately named EVO,
which has been developed to investigate evolutionary relatedness among various groups
of organisms using computational phylogenetics methods. This program simulates the
mutation of a nucleic acid or protein coding sequence along several branch lines, and
creates two output files formatted for use in the software packages Molecular
Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) and Clustal. The source code of this simulation
package is listed in Appendix B.
Molecular phylogenetics methods rely on a defined substitution model that
encodes a hypothesis about the relative rates of mutation at various sites along the
sequences being studied [146,147]. Variations in the time increment between mutations,
the number of branches, the site insertion/deletion rate, and the site substitution rate can
be controlled through parameters specified in the input files. The main input file contains
information about the sequence to be mutated, including sequence identity, number of
mutations, branch time, and initial rates for the substitutions and insertion/deletions.
Additional input files contain information about the variations in the rate at which the
insertion/deletions and substitutions occur at each site in the sequence. Figure 6.1 shows
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a graphical user interface (GUI) that was developed to facilitate the use of the EVO
executable by students.

Figure 6.1: Interface for the EVO Simulation Package. The EVO simulation package
was developed as a tool to investigate molecular phylogenetics. The GUI displays four
fields, which allow the user to search for input files and a location to save the output files.

The files used to define the variations in the insertion/deletion and substitution
rates can be created using a complementary code that was developed named Site Rate.
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The rates of variation are calculated based on a gamma distribution algorithm first
developed by Cheng and Feast [148]. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, a GUI has been
created, which allows the user to easily define certain parameters used to generate the
distribution.

Appendix C presents the source code for the Site Rate file generator

package.

Figure 6.2: Interface for the Site Rate Package. The Site Rate file generator package
creates an input file for use in EVO that contains information about the variations in
sequence site change.
The site rate variation data created is then used in the EVO package to calculate
the rate at which an individual site might experience either an insertion/deletion or a
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substitution, since this probability is not equal for all sites along a sequence [146,149]. If
a substitution is determined to occur, the nucleotide designation is then changed to one of
the other three possibilities [149] based on a random number generator that uses a
shuffling algorithm presented by Press et al. [150]. Insertions and deletions for a site are
resolved using a similar approach, and in the case of an insertion, the nucleotide
designation is determined by employing the same random number generator algorithm.
Output from the simulation is intended for use in the MEGA and Clustal software
packages, which conduct multiple sequence alignment and infer phylogenetic trees, with
the purpose of testing evolutionary hypotheses [151,152]. Additionally, a software tool
was developed to search for anchor points in the sequences generated, in order to further
investigate evolutionary relationships.

Additional input options can be specified to

modify the sequences, if necessary, as can be seen in Figure 6.3. The source code of this
package is available in Appendix D.
Further development of the codebase includes the capability to make additional
adjustments specific to protein coding sequences. Rates of mutation can be adjusted for
the position of a given site within a codon to allow for higher mutation rates in the third
nucleotide of a given codon without affecting the meaning of the codon in the genetic
code [147]. Supplementary refinement of the interface is also incorporated into the
package, and implements more on-the-fly interaction with the user.
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Figure 6.3: Interface for the Anchor Search Package. The Anchor Search package uses
output files from EVO to search for anchor points in the mutated sequences generated.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

Molecular theory and computer simulation have proven to be essential resources
for exploring and understanding the chemical and physical properties of a variety of
systems, including aqueous interfaces. Molecular dynamics, time correlation function,
and instantaneous normal mode techniques demonstrate a compelling potential to provide
a better comprehension of experimental results at the molecular level. This can clearly be
seen in the investigations presented here for the calculation of molecular volumes and
vibrational spectra, and in numerous published articles.
Simulations of molecular dynamics using the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble
can effectively be used to calculate time-dependent molecular volumes in conjunction
with photothermal experiments, as was demonstrated in chapter 2 for the isomerization of
azobenzene. Computational tools (i.e. simulation snapshots) convey detailed microscopic
information about the structural changes and dynamics accompanying molecular volume
changes. This investigation is in excellent agreement with experimental results, and
engenders confidence in the ability of these theoretical methods to provide an atomistic
level of understanding of the forces and structural factors that contribute to molecular
volume changes.
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The information obtained from interface-specific nonlinear spectroscopic methods
combined with theoretical models provides valuable insight about the structure and
dynamics at interfaces. The studies outlined in this work aim to improve the accuracy of
the models in use today, with the goal of gaining a complete picture of aqueous
interfaces. Reliable interpretation of vibrational spectra is critically important to this end.
The methods described here are therefore capable of characterizing the spectra explicitly,
which includes the identification of molecular species from complex lineshapes.
Aqueous interfaces are abundant in chemical, biological, and environmental
processes, and the investigation of such fundamentally important systems using
theoretical methods facilitates the interpretation of data obtained experimentally. A
dynamic relationship between theory and experiment is needed to further develop the
analytical and predictive capability of theoretical studies. The investigation of more
complex interfaces using the MD, TCF, and INM methods described in this work will
assist in both the interpretation of the large and expanding quantity of experimental data,
and the prediction of previously unexplored vibrational structures at interfaces.
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Appendix A: Time Domain Expression for the Sum Frequency Response
( 2)
(ω ) , six terms are
Starting from frequency domain perturbation theory for χ SFG

obtained, and are shown below [5,25,87]. Four of the terms contribute to the resonant
signal (contained in R1 and R2 below), and two are nonresonant (NR1 and NR2 below).
While two of the resonant terms may appear initially to be nonresonant, those with
denominators containing the expression (ωIR+ωng+iγng), they contribute to the resonant
susceptibility, and lead to the complex conjugate correlation function C*(t). Ultimately,
their inclusion is necessary to reproduce Equation 3.4. In the expressions below, ωIR and

ωvis are the frequencies of the infrared and visible fields. While, ωSFG is the sum
frequency of the infrared and visible fields, and ωng is the frequency corresponding to the
energy difference between energy levels n and g. In Equation A1, ρ g( 0) is the initial state
thermal population, and the sum is over vibronic levels. Here, μαγ ,β is a dipole matrix
element between states α and β for dipole vector component γ:

χ pqr (ω SFG , ωvis , ω IR ) =

∑ (ρ

( 0)
g

)( R1 + R2 + NR1 + NR2 ) ,

g ,n ,m

q
q
p
r
⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
μ gnp μ nm
μ gn
μ nm
μ gn
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟,
−
×
R1 =
⎜ (ω − ω + iγ ) (ω + ω + iγ ) ⎟ ⎜ (ω + ω + iγ ) ⎟
ng
ng
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ng ⎠ ⎝
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⎞
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⎟×⎜
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q
p
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μ gn
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,
+ iγ mg )(ω vis + ω ng + iγ ng )
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(A1)

NR1 =

(ω SFG

q
r
μ gnp μ mg
μ nm
.
− ω ng + iγ ng )(ω vis − ω mg + iγ mg )

The resonant contributions can be simplified by rewriting in terms of
polarizabilities and dipoles, and the approximation 1/ωSFG = 1/ωvis. Given the definition
of polarizability in Equation A2, the two resonant terms, R1 and R2, simplify to Equations
A3 and A4, respectively:

q
⎡
⎤ ( 0)
μ gnp μ ngq
μ gn
μ ngp
α pq (ω ) = ∑ ⎢
+
⎥ρ g ,
ω
ω
γ
ω
ω
γ
i
i
−
+
−
+
+
g ,n ⎢
⎥⎦
ng
ng
ng
ng
⎣

(A2)

R1 = −

pq r
α gm
μ mg
,
(ω IR − ω mg + iγ mg )

(A3)

R2 =

r
μ gn
α ngpq
.
(ω IR + ω ng + iγ ng )

(A4)

Re s
Let χ pqr
denote only the sum of the resonant terms R1 and R2. Replacing the

denominators

∫

∞

0

in

both

of

the

resonant

dt e −it (ω −ω0 −iγ ) = −i /(ω − ω0 − iγ ) and

∫

∞

0

terms

with

the

integral

identities

dt e it (ω +ω0 +iγ ) = i /(ω + ω0 + iγ ) , and then taking

the explicit limit that gamma goes to zero gives Equation A5. Equation A6 follows an
exact rewrite of Equation A5, and expresses the susceptibility in terms of the cross
correlation of the system dipole and polarizability:
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⎡i

Re s
χ pqr
=⎢

⎣

∞ − iω t
mg

∑ e
h ∫
gm

Re s
χ pqr
=

0

pq r
e iωIRt α gm
μ mg dt −

∞ iω t
⎤
i
r
e ng e iωIRt α ngpq μ gn
dt ⎥ ρ g( 0) ,
∑
∫
h ng 0
⎦

i ∞
i ∞
dt e iωIR α pq (t ) μ r (0) − ∫ dt e iωIR μ r (0)α pq (t ) .
∫
h 0
h 0

(A5)

(A6)

Expansion of the correlation functions in Equation A6 results in a significant
simplification. Noting, 〈μr(0) αpq(t)〉 = CR(t) + iCI(t) = (〈αpq(t) μr(0)〉)* gives Equation A7
below—which is given in Chapter 3 as Equation 3.4.

Re s
χ pqr
(ω IR ) =

2 ∞
dt e ( itωIR ) C I (t ) .
∫
0
h
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(A7)

Appendix B: EVO Simulation Package
################################
# !!! common Makefile !!!
#
################################
CPP = c++
CPPSRCS = evo.cpp random.cpp gamma.cpp
all:

evotest

evotest:
evo.o random.o gamma.o
$(CPP) -g -o evotest evo.o random.o
evo2:

evo.o random.o gamma.o
$(CPP) -o evo2 evo.o random.o

clean:
@echo "'make clean': removing compiled executables and object
code"
-/bin/rm *.o evotest evo2

/* evo.h
*
*/
#include <iostream>
#include <cstring>
#include <cstdio>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <cmath>
#include <ctime>
#include <vcclr.h>
// #include <windows.h>
// #using <mscorlib.dll>
using namespace std;
int evo(char* infile1, char* infile2, char* infile3, char* outfile1);
float ran1(long *idum);
float gammadev(int ia, long *idum);

/* random.h
*
* Random Number Generator ran1() from Numerical Recipes
* called from mutate() in evo. It returns a random number
* between 0 and 1.
*
* idum is the random seed generated in evo
*/
float ran1(long *idum);
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/* random.cpp
*
* Random Number Generator from Numerical Recipies.
* It returns a random number between 0 and 1.
*
* usage:
* float ran1(long *idum)
*
* idum is the random seed generated before the
* function call.
*/
#include"evo.h"
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

IA 16807
IM 2147483647
AM (1.0/IM)
IQ 127773
IR 2836
NTAB 32
NDIV (1+(IM-1)/NTAB)
EPS 1.2e-7
RNMX (1.0-EPS)

float ran1(long *idum)
{
int j;
long k;
static long iy=0;
static long iv[NTAB];
float temp;

}

if (*idum <= 0 || !iy) {
if (-(*idum) < 1) *idum=1;
else *idum = -(*idum);
for (j=NTAB+7;j>=0;j--) {
k=(*idum)/IQ;
*idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*idum < 0) *idum += IM;
if (j < NTAB) iv[j] = *idum;
}
iy=iv[0];
}
k=(*idum)/IQ;
*idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*idum < 0) *idum += IM;
j=iy/NDIV;
iy=iv[j];
iv[j] = *idum;
if ((temp=AM*iy) > RNMX) return RNMX;
else return temp;
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#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef

IA
IM
AM
IQ
IR
NTAB
NDIV
EPS
RNMX

/* evo.cpp
version 2.1.0
*
* Tony J. Green
* Space Research Group
* Department of Chemistry
* University of South Florida
*/
/* This program simulates the mutation of a protein or nucleic acid
* sequence. Output is in two files formated for use in the programs
* MEGA (.meg) and Clustal (.pir).
*/
//-------------------------- header files ------------------------------#include<iostream>
#include<cstdio>
#include<cstring>
#include<cstdlib>
#include<ctime>
#include<cmath>
#include"evo.h"
using namespace std;
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------// structure which stores the information about the sequences
struct masterp
{
int localtime;
// stores the local position
char seq[4000];
// stores the sequence
int branchtime ;
// stores the branch time of each sequence
int localpos;
// stores the local position
int alpharate;
// stores the alpha rate for each sequence
int indelrate;
// stores the insertion/deletion rate for each
sequence
char seq_id[100];
int parentbranchtime;
}sysinfo[100];
// declaration of the global variables
int no_of_branches = 0;
// stores the total number of branch count
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double *indelgam;
indel sites
double *alphagam;
subst. sites
int length;
int btime[100];
int currptr[400];
active
int num_active;
sequences
int globcount;
currptr
int cntr = 0;
int alpharate;
sequence
int indelrate;
sequence
int flaginsert;
insertion took place
int seqlength;
the sequences
int flag = 0;
int totaltime = 20;
static int count = 0;
int insertion[40];
int mask[1500];
char dum;
char megafile[5000];
FILE *fp_pir;
FILE *fp_std;
FILE *fptest;

// array that holds variation multiple for
// array that holds variation multiple for
// the length of the main sequence name
// keeps track of the sequences which are
// keeps track of the number of active
// keeps track of the position of the
// stores the alpha rate of the the
// stores the indel rate of the
// variable which stores whether
// variable which stores the length of
// flag variable ******
// static to count the sequence numbers

// declaration of subroutines
void initialize(long *idum);
void simulate(long *idum);
void mutate(long *idum);
void branch(int x);
void shift(char *a, int pos);
int searchcurrptr(int x);
void updatecurrptr(int x);
void convert(char *, char *);
void reset();
/* Resets the global variables to their initial conditions at the
*
begining of each execution. Prevents value retention while
*
the gui keeps the variables in limbo.
* called from evo() below
*/
void reset()
{
no_of_branches = 0;
cntr = 0;
flag = 0;
totaltime = 20;
count = 0;
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}
/* Initializing function which creates the first (master) sequence
* called from evo() below
*/
void initialize(long *idum)
{
int i, j;
// local variables
char masterseq[5000];
// to store the sequence locally
num_active = 1;
// point to the number of active
sequences
currptr[0] = 0;
// points to the number of active
sequences
printf("\n\nEntering the initialize procedure ...\n");

4;

for(i=0; i<1200; i++){
j = 1+(int) (4.0*ran1(idum));

// get random number from 1 to
// add a number for the offset

}

switch(j)
{
case 1: masterseq[i]
break;
case 2: masterseq[i]
break;
case 3: masterseq[i]
break;
case 4: masterseq[i]
break;
default: masterseq[i]
}

= 'A';
= 'C';
= 'T';
= 'G';
= '#';

masterseq[i] = '\0';
strcpy(sysinfo[0].seq,masterseq);

}

for(i = 0 ; i < 100 ; i++){
sysinfo[i].localpos = 0;
sysinfo[i].localtime = 0;
sysinfo[i].parentbranchtime = 0;
}

/*
* Start Of the main subroutine
*/
int evo(char* infile1, char* infile2, char* infile3, char* outfile1)
{
int i,j;
long idum;
FILE *fp_in1;
// for opening the sequence data file
FILE *fp_indel;
// for opening the indel rate variance
file
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FILE *fp_alpha;
file
char seq[100];
seqlength = 1200;
reset();
srand( time(NULL) );
entire program
idum = -( time(NULL) );

// for opening the subst. rate variance
// stores the sequence length
// called to reset some globals
// generate random seed here once for
// initial seed to use for ran1()

strcpy(megafile,outfile1);
strcat(outfile1,".txt");
fp_in1 = fopen(infile1,"r");
reading
fp_std = fopen(outfile1,"w");
writing

// opens input parameter file for
// opens stdout txt file for

fgets(seq,100,fp_in1);
length = strlen(seq);
fprintf(fp_std,"The value of length is %d\n",length);
stardard text file
fclose(fp_in1);

// print to

fp_in1 = fopen(infile1,"r");
for(i = 0 ; i < (2*length - 3) ; i++)
{
fscanf(fp_in1,"%s",sysinfo[i].seq_id);
fprintf(fp_std,"sequence id = %s\n",sysinfo[i].seq_id);
fscanf(fp_in1,"%d",&sysinfo[i].branchtime);
fprintf(fp_std,"branch time = %d\n",sysinfo[i].branchtime);
btime[i] = sysinfo[i].branchtime;
fscanf(fp_in1,"%d\n",&sysinfo[i].indelrate);
fprintf(fp_std,"Indel rate = %d\n",sysinfo[i].indelrate);
fscanf(fp_in1,"%d",&sysinfo[i].alpharate);
fprintf(fp_std,"Alpha rate = %d\n\n",sysinfo[i].alpharate);
}
fclose(fp_in1);
fp_indel = fopen(infile2,"r");
fp_alpha = fopen(infile3,"r");
indelgam = (double *)calloc(seqlength+1,sizeof(double ));
alphagam = (double *)calloc(seqlength+1,sizeof(double ));
for (j=0; j<seqlength; j++){
fscanf(fp_indel,"%*f %lf\n",&indelgam[j]);
}
for (j=0; j<seqlength; j++){
fscanf(fp_alpha,"%*f %lf\n",&alphagam[j]);
}
fclose(fp_indel);
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fclose(fp_alpha);
length = length - 1;
// just a test, otherwise it is equal to the length of the main
sequence
fprintf(fp_std,"rand max = %d\n",RAND_MAX);
fflush(stdin);
initialize(&idum);
simulate(&idum);
fclose(fp_std);
free(indelgam);
free(alphagam);
return 0;
}// end of main
/* function which starts simulation and opens output files for writing
* called from main() above
*/
void simulate(long *idum)
{
FILE *fp_meg;
char pirfile[5000];
char meg[10],pir[10];
flag = 0;
strcpy(meg,".meg");
strcpy(pir,".pir");
strcpy(pirfile,megafile);
strcat(megafile,meg);
fp_meg = fopen(megafile,"w");

// opens .meg file

strcat(pirfile,pir);
fp_pir = fopen(pirfile,"w");

// opens .pir file

fprintf(fp_meg,"#MEGA\n");
fprintf(fp_meg,"Title:\n");

// printed to .meg
// printed to .meg

int
int
int
int
int

j=0,k;
branch_seq[4000], branch_ptr;
num_active2;
removeptr;
remove_seq[4000];

fprintf(fp_std,"\n branchtime[10] = %d",sysinfo[10].branchtime);
stdout print
fptest = fopen("RateInfo.txt","w");
while(num_active > 0)
{
branch_ptr = 0;
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//

removeptr = 0;
mutate(idum);
fprintf(fp_std,"\n");

// call function mutate()
// screen print

for(j=0; j < num_active; j++)
{
sysinfo[currptr[j]].branchtime = btime[currptr[j]];
fprintf(fp_std,"\n %d: branchtime = %d, localtime =
%d.",currptr[j],sysinfo[currptr[j]].branchtime,
sysinfo[currptr[j]].localtime);
// screen print
if(sysinfo[currptr[j]].branchtime ==
sysinfo[currptr[j]].localtime)
{
fprintf(fp_std,"\n branch sequence[%d]:
%s",currptr[j],sysinfo[currptr[j]].seq_id);
// screen print
branch_seq[branch_ptr] = currptr[j];
branch_ptr++;
}
}
if(branch_ptr == 0){
for(j=0; j < num_active;j++)
sysinfo[currptr[j]].localtime++;
}
num_active2 = num_active;

to .meg

for(j=0; j < branch_ptr; j++)
{
if(strlen(sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq_id)== 1)
{
fprintf(fp_meg,"#");
fputs(sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq_id,fp_meg);
seq. number after #
fprintf(fp_meg,"
");
to .meg
fputs(sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq,fp_meg);
full seq. after 15 spaces
fprintf(fp_meg,"\n");
to .meg

// print
// put
// print
// put
// print

convert(sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq,sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq_id)
;
}

// call function convert()
num_active--;
if(flag == 0){
branch(branch_seq[j]);
// call function branch()
fprintf(fp_std,"\n Branching sequence %s
",sysinfo[branch_seq[j]].seq_id);
}
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else {
remove_seq[removeptr] = branch_seq[j];
removeptr++;
}
}

if(num_active == 0) break;

for(j = 0; j < removeptr; j++)
{
fprintf(fp_std,"\n remove
%s",sysinfo[remove_seq[j]].seq_id);
// screen print
k = num_active2;
while((k >= 0) && (currptr[k] != remove_seq[j]))
k--;
while(k <= num_active2) {
currptr[k] = currptr[k+1];
k++;
}
}
fflush(stdin);

}

}
fclose(fp_meg);
fclose(fp_pir);
fclose(fptest);

/* function which contains the insertion deletion and subsitution logic
* called from simulate() above
*/
void mutate(long *idum)
{
int a,b,dummy;
int i,j,k,l;
int d,rand1;
int insert = 1;
int count = 0;
char brk;
int ia=1;
int seqlength2=seqlength;
for(i = 0; i < num_active; i++)
// reinitialize all the values to
zero
{
sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos = 0;
}
while (1)
{
for(i = 0; i < num_active; i++)
insertion[i] = 0;
flaginsert = 0;
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for(i = 0; i < num_active; i++)
{
j = (int) (100000.0*ran1(idum));
0 and 99,999
k = (int) (3.0*ran1(idum));
0 and 2

// random number between
// random number between

fprintf(fptest,"%d indelgamma = %lf subgamma =
%lf\n",sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos,indelgam[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localp
os],alphagam[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]);
if(j < sysinfo[currptr[i]].alpharate *
alphagam[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos])
{
if(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]== 'A')
{
switch(k)
{
case 0:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'C';
break;
case 1:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'T';
break;
case 2:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'G';
break;
}
}
else
if(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]== 'T')
{
switch(k)
{
case 0:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'C';
break;
case 1:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'A';
break;
case 2:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'G';
break;
}
}
else
if(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]== 'C')
{
switch(k)
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{

case 0:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'A';
break;
case 1:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'T';
break;
case 2:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'G';
break;
}
}
else
if(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]== 'G')
{
switch(k)
{
case 0:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'C';
break;
case 1:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'T';
break;
case 2:
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]= 'A';
break;
}
}
}// end of subsitution logic
l = (int) (100000.0*ran1(idum));
between 0 and 99,999

// random number

if(l < (sysinfo[currptr[i]].indelrate *
indelgam[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos]))
{ // check if indel will happen
between 0 and 3
between 0 and 99

d = (int) (4.0*ran1(idum));

// random number

rand1 = (int) (100.0*ran1(idum));

// random number

// check whether insertion or deletion..
if((rand1 < 50) &&
(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] != '-') &&
(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] != '\0'))
{
seqlength++;
switch(d)
{
case 0:
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shift(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq,sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos);
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] = 'A';
break;
case 1:
shift(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq,sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos);
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] = 'C';
break;
case 2:
shift(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq,sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos);
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] = 'T';
break;
case 3:
shift(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq,sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos);
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] = 'G';
break;
default:
d = 1;
}// end of switch
flaginsert = 1;
insertion[i] = 1;
indelgam = (double
*)realloc(indelgam,(seqlength+1)*sizeof(double ));
alphagam = (double
*)realloc(alphagam,(seqlength+1)*sizeof(double ));
for(int z = seqlength; z >
sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos; z--)
{
indelgam[z] = indelgam[z-1];
alphagam[z] = alphagam[z-1];
}
}
// start of the deletion logic
else if((rand1 >= 50) &&
(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] != '\0'))
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos] = '-';
// inserting a space in the sequence
}// end of either insertion or deletion loop
sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos++;
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}// end of for loop
if(flaginsert == 1)
{
for(i = 0; i < num_active; i++)
{
if(insertion[i] == 0)
{
shift(sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq,sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos-1);
sysinfo[currptr[i]].seq[sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos-1]
= '-';
}
sysinfo[currptr[i]].localpos++;
}
}
/*
if(seqlength2 < seqlength){
siterate = (double
*)realloc(siterate,(seqlength+1)*sizeof(double ));
//
siterate[seqlength] = gammadev(ia,idum);
siterate[seqlength2] = 1.0;
seqlength2++;
}
*/
if(sysinfo[currptr[0]].localpos >= seqlength) break;

}

}// end of while loop
return;

/* this function just duplicates the two sequences
* called from simulate() above
*/
void branch(int x)
{
//printf("Entering the branch procedure....\n ");
cntr = x+1;
while(sysinfo[cntr].seq_id[0] != sysinfo[x].seq_id[0])
cntr++;
strcpy(sysinfo[cntr].seq,sysinfo[x].seq);
printf("\n\n index = %d, sequence_id =
%s.",cntr,sysinfo[cntr].seq_id);
sysinfo[cntr].parentbranchtime = sysinfo[x].branchtime +
sysinfo[x].parentbranchtime;
//make the simulation run for a particular time..
cntr++;
strcpy(sysinfo[cntr].seq,sysinfo[x].seq);
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printf("\n index = %d, sequence_id =
%s.",cntr,sysinfo[cntr].seq_id);
sysinfo[cntr].parentbranchtime = sysinfo[x].branchtime +
sysinfo[x].parentbranchtime;
if(strlen(sysinfo[cntr-1].seq_id) == 1)
sysinfo[cntr-1].branchtime = totaltime
1].parentbranchtime;
if(strlen(sysinfo[2*x+2].seq_id) == 1)
sysinfo[cntr].branchtime = totaltime
sysinfo[cntr].parentbranchtime;

-

sysinfo[cntr-

-

num_active += 2;
updatecurrptr(x);
// call to function updatecurrptr()
no_of_branches += 2;
if(no_of_branches == 2*length - 2) flag = 1;
// length: stores the length of the sequence
}
/* this function updates the values in the currptr array which points
to the number
* of active sequences
*
* called from branch() above
*/
void updatecurrptr(int x)
{
int temp = searchcurrptr(x);
int i;
currptr[temp] = cntr-1;
i = num_active - 1;
// index starts from 0.
while(i>temp + 1) {
currptr[i] = currptr[i-1];
i--;
}
}

currptr[temp+1] = cntr;

/* function to search for the position of the particular index in the
current pointer
* called from updatecurrptr() above
*/
int searchcurrptr(int x)
{
int i;
for(i = 0;i<80;i++)
{
if(currptr[i] == x)
return i;
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else
}

continue;

}

/* function to shift the indexes of the array
* called from mutate() above
*/
void shift(char a[4000],int pos)
{
int i = pos,len;
len = strlen(a);
i = len + 1;
//

}

a[len+1] = '\0';
while(i>pos)
{
a[i] = a[i-1];
i--;
}

/* this function generates the mask for the given sequence
*
*/
void generate_mask()
{
int i = 0;
int a,b,j;
b = 10;
generator
a = 1;
generator

// upper limit of the random number
// lower limit of the random number

for(i=0; i<1500; i++)
{
j = rand() % (b - a + 1) + a; // get random number including
the max. range
mask[i] = j;
}
}
/* function to convert output strings to .pir file
* called from simulate() above
*/
void convert(char *s,char *s1)
{
char s2[4000];
int length, i=0, j=0, flag=0;
length = strlen(s);
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while(s[i]!='\0')
{
if(s[i] != '-') {
s2[j] = s[i];
j++;
}
i++;
}

}

s2[j] = '\0';
fprintf(fp_pir,">taxon%s\n",s1);
fputs(s2,fp_pir);
fprintf(fp_pir,"\n");
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// print to .pir
// put sequence in .pir
// print to .pir

Appendix C: Site Rate Generator Package
################################
# !!! common Makefile !!!
#
################################
CPP = c++
OBJECTS1 = siterate.o nrutil1.o sort.o
CPPSRCS = siterate.cpp nrutil.cpp sort.cpp
all:

testrate

testrate:
$(OBJECTS1)
$(CPP) -g -o siterate siterate.o sort.o nrutil1.o
siteraete.o:
siterate.cpp
$(CPP) -g -c -o siterate.o siterate.cpp
nrutil1.o: nrutil.cpp
$(CPP) -g -c -o nrutil1.o nrutil.cpp
sort.o:
sort.cpp
$(CPP) -g -c -o sort.o sort.cpp
siterate:
gammadev.o sort.o nrutil.o
$(CPP) -o siterate gammadev.o sort.o nrutil.o
clean:
@echo "'make clean': removing compiled executables and object
code"
-/bin/rm -f *.o siterate

/* siterate.h
*
*/
#include <iostream>
#include <cstdio>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <cmath>
#include <ctime>
#include <cstring>
#include <vcclr.h>
double ran1(long *idum);
double gamma(double ia, long *idum);
double *sort(unsigned long n, double[]);

/* siterate.cpp
*
*/
#include <cstdio>
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#include <cstdlib>
#include <cmath>
#include <ctime>
#include "siterate.h"
using namespace std;
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

IA 16807
IM 2147483647
AM (1.0/IM)
IQ 127773
IR 2836
NTAB 32
NDIV (1+(IM-1)/NTAB)
EPS 1.2e-7
RNMX (1.0-EPS)

/* Random number generator */
/* Based on ran1() from Numerical Recipes
* Returns a random number
* between 0 and 1.
*
*/
double ran1(long *idum)
{
int j;
long k;
static long iy=0;
static long iv[NTAB];
double temp;

}

if (*idum <=0 || !iy){
if (-(*idum) <1) *idum=1;
else *idum = -(*idum);
for (j=NTAB+7; j>=0; j--){
k=(*idum)/IQ;
*idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*idum < 0) *idum += IM;
if (j < NTAB)iv[j] = *idum;
}
iy=iv[0];
}
k=(*idum)/IQ;
*idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k;
if (*idum < 0) *idum += IM;
j=iy/NDIV;
iy=iv[j];
iv[j] = *idum;
if ((temp=AM*iy) > RNMX) return RNMX;
else return temp;

/* Gamma generator */
/* Based on GBH algorithm of Cheng and Feast
* (Communic. of the ACM. 23, 389-394: 1980).
*
*
Generator should not be used for beta <= 0.25
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*
*/
double gamma(double ia, long *idum)
{
double aa,bb,c,d,t,h1,h2,u,u1,u2,w,tmp;
/* if (ia<=0.25)
nrerror("Error in gamma: ia <= 0.25 . . . "); */
aa = ia - 0.25;
bb = ia/aa;
c = 2.0/aa;
d = c + 2.0;
t = 1.0/sqrt(ia);
h1 = (0.4417 + 0.0245*t/ia)*t;
h2 = (0.222 - 0.043*t)*t;
tmp = 1.0;
while (tmp >= 0.0){
u = ran1(idum);
u1 = ran1(idum);
u2 = u1+h1*u-h2;
/* printf("u = %f, u1 = %f, u2 = %f\n",u,u1,u2);
scanf("%d"); */
if(u2 <= 0.0 || u2 >= 1.0)
tmp = 1.0;
else {
/* printf("u2 in the right range");*/
w = bb*pow((u1/u2),4.0);
if (c*u2-d+w+1.0/w <= 0.0)
return(aa*w);
else
tmp = c*log(u2)-log(w)+w-1.0;
}
}

}
return (aa*w);
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef
#undef

IA
IM
AM
IQ
IR
NTAB
NDIV
EPS
RNMX

/* siterate.h
*
*/
int *ivector(long nl, long nh);
void free_ivector(int *v, long nl, long nh);
void nrerror(char error_text[]);
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/* sort.cpp */
/* Sorts/shuffles the generated site rate variations
* based on user input
*/
#define NRANSI
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "siterate.h"
#define SWAP(a,b) temp=(a);(a)=(b);(b)=temp;
#define M 7
#define NSTACK 50
double *sort(unsigned long n, double arr[])
{
unsigned long i,ir=n,j,k,l=1;
int jstack=0,*istack;
double a,temp;
istack=ivector(1,NSTACK);
for (;;) {
if (ir-l < M) {
for (j=l+1;j<=ir;j++) {
a=arr[j];
for (i=j-1;i>=1;i--) {
if (arr[i] <= a) break;
arr[i+1]=arr[i];
}
arr[i+1]=a;
}
if (jstack == 0) break;
ir=istack[jstack--];
l=istack[jstack--];
} else {
k=(l+ir) >> 1;
SWAP(arr[k],arr[l+1])
if (arr[l+1] > arr[ir]) {
SWAP(arr[l+1],arr[ir])
}
if (arr[l] > arr[ir]) {
SWAP(arr[l],arr[ir])
}
if (arr[l+1] > arr[l]) {
SWAP(arr[l+1],arr[l])
}
i=l+1;
j=ir;
a=arr[l];
for (;;) {
do i++; while (arr[i] < a);
do j--; while (arr[j] > a);
if (j < i) break;
SWAP(arr[i],arr[j]);
}
arr[l]=arr[j];
arr[j]=a;
jstack += 2;
if (jstack > NSTACK) nrerror("NSTACK too small in
sort.");
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if (ir-i+1 >= j-l) {
istack[jstack]=ir;
istack[jstack-1]=i;
ir=j-1;
} else {
istack[jstack]=j-1;
istack[jstack-1]=l;
l=i;
}
}
}
free_ivector(istack,1,NSTACK);
return arr;
}
#undef M
#undef NSTACK
#undef SWAP
#undef NRANSI

/* nrutil.cpp
* Adapted functions selected from the ANSI C version of
* the Numerical Recipes utility file nrutil.c
*/
#include <cstdio>
#include <cstddef>
#include <cstdlib>
#define NR_END 1
#define FREE_ARG char*
void nrerror(char error_text[])
/* Numerical Recipes standard error handler */
{
fprintf(stderr,"Numerical Recipes run-time error...\n");
fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",error_text);
fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n");
exit(1);
}
int *ivector(long nl, long nh)
/* allocate an int vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */
{
int *v;

}

v=(int *)malloc((size_t) ((nh-nl+1+NR_END)*sizeof(int)));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in ivector()");
return v-nl+NR_END;

void free_ivector(int *v, long nl, long nh)
/* free an int vector allocated with ivector() */
{
free((FREE_ARG) (v+nl-NR_END));
}
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Appendix D: AnchorSearch.cpp
//-------------------------- header files ------------------------------#include<iostream>
#include<cstdio>
#include<string>
#include<cstdlib>
#include<ctime>
#include<cmath>
#include "anchor.h"
using namespace std;
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------// structure which stores the information about the sequences
struct master
{
char seq[10000];
// stores the sequence
char seq_id[100];
// sequence name
int length;
// stores the length of the sequence
};

// declaration of global variables
FILE *fp_pir;
FILE *fp_rem;
FILE *fp_err;
char filename[1000];
int cutoff1;
int cutoff2;
int minLength;
master *info;
// declaration of subroutines
int search_seq(int nseq,char *anchor,int alen);
void remove_seq(int n,int nseq);
void truncate(int n,int k);
void clip(int n,int i);
void pir_file(int n);
/*
* Start Of Main
*/
int AnchorS(char* infile, char* anchor, int forward, int backward, int
minLen)
{
int i = 0;
int j = 0;
FILE *fp_in;
char temp[10000];
char errname[1000];
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char pirname[1000];
char remname[1000];
int nseq = 0;
int anchorlen = 0;
int test1 = 0;
int test = 0;
cutoff1 = forward;
cutoff2 = backward;
minLength = minLen;
strcpy(errname,infile);
strcat(errname,"_err.txt");
fp_err = fopen(errname,"w");
fprintf(fp_err,"The anchor sequence we are searching for is
%s\n\n",anchor);
strcpy(filename,infile);
strcat(infile,".pir");
fp_in = fopen(infile,"r");
fscanf(fp_in,"%s\n",temp);
do{
if (temp[0] == '>') {
j++;
test1 = fscanf(fp_in,"%s\n",temp);
}
test1 = fscanf(fp_in,"%s\n",temp);
}while (test1 != -1);
fclose(fp_in);
info = (master *)calloc((j+10),sizeof(master ));
allocation of struct master

// dynamic

fp_in = fopen(infile,"r");
fscanf(fp_in,"%s\n",temp);
do{
if (temp[0] == '>') {
strcpy(info[i].seq_id,temp);
test = fscanf(fp_in,"%s\n",temp);
}
while (test != -1 && temp[0] != '>') {
strcat(info[i].seq,temp);
test = fscanf(fp_in,"%s",temp);
}
info[i].length = strlen(info[i].seq);
fprintf(fp_err,"sequence id = %s\n",info[i].seq_id);
fprintf(fp_err,"sequence length = %d\n",info[i].length);
fprintf(fp_err,"sequence = %s\n\n",info[i].seq);
i++;
}while (test != -1);
nseq = i;
fprintf(fp_err,"The value of nseq is %d\n",nseq);
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fclose(fp_in);
strcpy(pirname,filename);
strcpy(remname,pirname);
strcat(pirname,"_new.pir");
strcat(remname,"_rem.pir");
fp_pir = fopen(pirname,"w");
fp_rem = fopen(remname,"w");
anchorlen = strlen(anchor);
int nseq2 = search_seq(i,anchor,anchorlen);
// call to search_seq() which returns number of good
sequences
fclose(fp_pir);
fclose(fp_rem);
for (i=0; i<nseq2; i++){
if(info[i].length < minLength){
fprintf(fp_err,"sequence %d is too short and must be
eliminated\n",i);
}
}
fclose(fp_err);
free(info);
return 0;
}// end of main
/* function which searches for anchor point within a sequence
* called from main() above
*/
int search_seq(int nseq, char *anchor, int alen)
{
int ii, jj, k;
int score;
for(int n=0; n<nseq; n++){
ii=0; k=0; score=0;
while((ii < info[n].length) && (score < 14)){
score = 0;
for(ii=k,jj=0; ii<k+alen,jj<alen; ii++,jj++){
//
alen is the value of the anchor length
if(info[n].seq[ii] == anchor[jj]){
score++;
}
}
k++;
}
fprintf(fp_err,"ii = %d, jj = %d, k = %d, score = %d, n =
%d, nseq = %d\n", ii,jj,k,score,n,nseq);
fprintf(fp_err,"sequence length remaining =
%d\n",info[n].length - ii);
// this check removes sequences found not to contain the
anchor or are too short
if(info[n].length-ii < cutoff2+1 || (k < cutoff1+1)){
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}
else{

}

}

remove_seq(n,nseq);
n--;
nseq--;
fprintf(fp_err,"\n");
clip(n,ii);
truncate(n,k);
int len = strlen(info[n].seq);
fprintf(fp_err,"new sequence length = %d\n\n",len);
pir_file(n);

}
return nseq;

/* function which removes sequences that fail matching criteria
* and prints them to the rem file
* called from search_seq() above
*/
void remove_seq(int n, int nseq)
{
int q = n;
fprintf(fp_rem,"%s\n",info[n].seq_id);
fputs(info[n].seq,fp_rem);
fprintf(fp_rem,"\n");

}

while(q < nseq){
info[q] = info[q+1];
q++;
}

/* function which shifts the anchor to front of sequence
* but leaves # of sites in front specified on input
* called from search_seq() above
*/
void truncate(int n, int pos)
{
pos = pos - 1 - cutoff1;
int ll = pos;
int len = strlen(info[n].seq);
while(ll<=len)
{
info[n].seq[ll-pos] = info[n].seq[ll];
ll++;
}
}
/* function which cuts off the end of the sequence
* after the # of points after the anchor specified on input
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* called from search_seq() above
*/
void clip(int n, int pos)
{
int q = pos + 1 + cutoff2;
int len = strlen(info[n].seq);
info[n].seq[q] = info[n].seq[len];
fprintf(fp_err,"\nseq[q] = %c len = %d q =
%d\n",info[n].seq[pos+301],len,q);
}
void pir_file(int n)
{
fprintf(fp_pir,"%s\n",info[n].seq_id);
fputs(info[n].seq,fp_pir);
fprintf(fp_pir,"\n");
}
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